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P.1. M. CARNIVAL
Coming ,.134Ies and Beaux
Excluske "Its" Today
TWIN WILL BE A FREE
GATE TO EVERYBODY
a 
•
, The Big Baby Show Comes Off at
the Coliseum This Afternoon at
Five O'clock.
Owen, Rella Caalemarta Minnie T.,_,JosEF A MAY
 Qua
rell, Harriet Tecrell, Fiancee Terrell,
Faunie Colernan, Elsa Hest, iof New
Orleans, Ella Sanders, Kathiene Whit
field, Belle Cave, Martini Davis Hen- •
rietta Koger, Hattie Hisey, Lillie May e Present Crisis In Hun-and Corrine Winstead, Manic Cobb.
Ethel Brooks, Elieabeth Sinnet, Lil- eary Very DistastefulGregory, Comae Grundy, Ruth
and Retta. Hatfield. The Inn
Is nder the able superisiOn of
Milton Sanchez, presided of the
traveang Men's club.
'Gentlemen, the cigar stand at the
inn lea been 'reafbeWlIvalfil4fielkdy
behind the counter guaraptees every
ernolte. Every cigar positiveb,
 
àrWS,I Hungary in No Wise
and no smoker his to remark that !lel Marked.
prefers his cabbage boded. Alexander
Parks, the announcer of the Coli
BIG CROWD LAST NIGHT leaves all his spare change theTeMj VIEW OF A FAMOUS
—INN AN ATTRACTION he is a connoiseur on tobacco. Fudges I SCHOLAR ON CONDITIONS.
mide by young ladies of the ,city
were the star sellers of the evening.
Oh fudge!
The rag baby rack suffered last ev-
ening. The cannonading was under
the supervision of ladies from the
Inn. Notwithstanding that several
spectators, who imagined they were
out of range were put out of busasess
by coming in contact with stray balls,
and the side walls of the enclosure
were perforated. Two doMs were pros-
trated. After the forty-ninth volley
one of the girls hit the bull's eye and
exclaimed, "Oh, do they fall over
when ran hit them?" "Yes, h hen you
hit there replied the man behind who
What's that? Your baby has, red hair? had counted out iii balls at three for
Oh, that'll be ail right. The color 6". When about to present his' bill
restriction only refers to sitin. Yes the ladies remarked, "We're so much
it mast be white baby mkt" tam, obliged." The rack man came to in
This is to be the red letter day at
the Traveling Men's' carnival. The
feature wi:1 be the baby show, and
from the present outlook it will be a
%enact .,
H. C. Hoover, secretary of the car-
nival committee, is the busiest man in
town and for the past 48 hours has
held a telephone receiver in his hand.
Bsstanders at headquarters on the
grc>undi, hear the following over the
phone most any old hour -of the day:
"Yes, this is Hoover. You want to
enter your baby in tile contest? Yes,
Pin it. No there is no entrance fee.
years of ate. Suet, Malin Food abilut an h°lIr. •
babies are accepted. Wle want vett-
Country Store.
Lhst night at the country store the
following numbers were drawn • for
the umbrell4 given away: No. 174.3
was drawn first and attnlis good un-
til 11 o'clock tonight, while after that
2.359 is good for 24 hours and then
lane good for s similar length of
time.
Wednesday night the country stove
prize was a fine overcoat, atsd' the
number* were, 1,514, 1,e46 and 1.005.
The 24 hours asr the first number has
expired, and now until it o'clock to-
night 1,546 is good. If it is not
'shown up the last nitatiossed figure is
to *Mae beauty, physique and yelling good until tomorrow night at thst
propensities will be selected, from the hour.
ctszyritin -01Aaliciattce. The commit- Sirs. M. E. Glover, of West Jef-
-. teemen suggest that members of the Jerson street, got the ton of coal on
•tiff of the Great Patter Amusement
company serve, as they will be out
QC-lawn before the mothers of thc
nett-prize winners become active.
Matiager C. T. Kennedy and Assist-
ant lanager Ned Stoughton remark-
ed jit or voice, "Not for me, I've
hods mobbed before for picking the
wrong winner" It is probable the
_Wages will be givet,n a safe seat in
the top If the Ferri* Wheel before the
an collmesivis.
•
• _ t A 11Place Gate Today.
Tills is also children's day at the
carnival and the youngsters will be
1
. 
welcomed by the management. No
• ladmissibn fee will be charged at the
tette and old and young conw in free.
chillier of the Home of the
es' will be the specially in-
vited &tests of Manager Kennedy of
tits Parker company. and the Trav-
lers's association. They will
be escorted to-llg grounds by Presi-
,koolent Ernest Lackey and Ms. Neal7.15,equeton of the Parker company.
ItAirV 'thing on the pike will be free
; to them, including Treater Stetter.
I Carry-Us-All and all the shows. Im
Jir %Ilit.ediately after the trip deeen the Pike
stckXtiflie American inn.. where they
will be guests of the Chaitill
34141eff up on golorjhbuts tree
of cost,.
-,Thei ("tint r v stem.. ont nine, tó do
a land offtpe business and the prizes
awfir.ead acip ;411 apt and
achy the Pike nothing ts heard but
Priebe for the efeanifness and high
class order of every show of the Great
Parini Amusement company, the best
aggregation that ever exhibited in Pa-
. Abell& •
Felly,five thousend people were on DAUGHTERS OF RE-the grounds last night and the best. BEKAH MEETof order prevailed.
ety. Yes.:tbe tint prize is $1o, the
secoMI $5 and the third $0o. Good
bye. Ting-a-ling. Heap. What's the
name? aillthus Abraham Lincoin
Jones? Twins? Sure, the more the
merrier Oh Lord no, nothing but
white infants accepted."
The.baby Anne will take ;dare in
kinlia Outgo velie.re scats will
be provided for everybody. There
will be so adellseicas fee charged. The
intim% eithibitiem ,ill be preteded
by an atfernoon performance in the
Coliseum
The judges for determining the re-
lativd listsgoints of the youngslars as
the combination number Wednesday
night, while last evening Detective
T. 3. Moore wan a ton of coal and
presentedsit to the Charity club.
This evening the prize given itway
at the country store is a free itifelle
of instructit n at the Central Businees
college.
Coupons on Chair.
Mlesdenes James P. Spilt, Charles
Kiger, Leioeus Clime and Charles B.
Hatfield have charge of the Ameri-
can inn tomorrow, and they have ar-
ranged for a chance to be given every
ten cent perch,ser, upon a fine chair
that will be given awy. The ladies
have bought one of the most elegant
chairs in the entire city, and to every-
body making a dime purchase at the
Tem they will get a coupon containing
a number. Tomorrow night the dup-
licates of all these numbers given
away, will be placed in a box, shaken
iip, gild one drawn ont. The party
holding the number corresponding ao
this one, drawn out, will get the chair.
A coupon is coming to every one for
every tap cents spent, therefore if
someoni, buys $t worth at Cale bin,
they get ten chances at the chairs
*aro,
Young Leap. blared.
Miss Etitel Ilefd*‘ dau
Mt. Geo. R..iproadfoRt a well
'south side 'there/tang got her' and
'bulb' burn," Wednesday evening on
the carnivargrounde by some one
throwing vitriol. liaise Brnadfoot
was in a. cowd wheve they were
throwing confetti and did not get to
see who it was that threw the acid on
her hand.
••••=•••••••••
WILL GO OUT WITH A
SHOW OF BRAVADO
His Career as Ruler Over Austria and
Doing{ At Tbe Inn.
The America% Inn. ?Se charity bee-
. aar of the Pace, kill holds the blue
ribbon knot the Pabst varlity) for
peaulaiity. The carnieal management
has dentonstrated the fact that Coco
Cola is as good a drawing card as An-.
heuser, The "American Village" was
thronged with the "eon" of Fatbrah
last nigatand wheel the wintry wmds
:begin to 4l9. the poor of the city
will call the ladies of the charity club
bbessed. for their united work at the
carnival is swelling the treasury.
The ladies in charge of the Inn
yesterday afternoon ape, yisre
the Mesdames Vicftir Vtitts,•'C.
Budd, Richard Terrell, Oscar- Gresi
cry. aoseph Freedman of Paducah
saiN1141Irs. Hicks, of Miiicon, Ga. and
js!ne Of Ei!in
isitited ailladby the s e ay
Eighteenth Annual State Convention
in Progreita at Richmond.
London, Sept. 28.—"Emperor Franz
Jeseas amazing and most uncharac-
teristic outburst of firmness toward
Hungary is a certain forerunner of
his adbication," said Dr. Emil Reach,
the famous Hungarian scholar, now a
lecturer at the University of London
and regarded as one of the first au-
thorities on hiatus,- and politics of
his country.
"Franz Josef intends to end his
inglorious career with a show of brat,'
ado and a desperate
failure.
"His affront to the Hungarian lead-
ers can have no other meaning. The
decrepit monarch's abdication will
seat with victory Hungary's cause.
And for this reason: His nephew,
the Aarchduke Franz Ferdinand, heir
presumptive, will never be crowned
king of Hungary without agreeing to
that unrestricted control of the army
which, e tlungarian nation is now
so tematiouay determined to acquire
and to retain.
"Hangars" has chosen this year to
assert its rights because the victories
of Japan have altered the face of Eu-
ropean politics to Hungary's advant-
age and have left Austria helpless.
We no tenger fear the intervention of
bankrupt Russia nor the interference
of her impotent army, while his jeal-
ousies of England and France will
keep the German emperor from ex-
ploiting the distress of.,, Austria to
Placa hiessmif 'astride iturope from the
Baltic to the Adriatic.
"In the conflict between the living
and decaying organisms at Budapest,'
the Hungarian samet concluded,
'there is life, At Vienna there is
only stagnation. Austria is rtpidly
becoming one of the dead spots on
the map of Eercir, "like neutralized
Belgium, the 'buffer state of Holland,
and incensemeential Denmark and
Switzerland.
"VVe are tired of partnership with
a corpse. We wish to employ our
exuberant vitality. We want to as-
sume the imperial role in Southeast-
ern Europe to which our traditions
and our capacities entitle us, namely:
The construction of a union of the
Hungarian realm with the Balkan
steles under Magyar hegemony. We
cannot do thit without visible phy-
sical authority, which full command
of our army alone can confer."
PEACE IS ASSURED the troops immediately after thepeace treaty is ratified.
ANOTHER MONOPOLY BUSTED
Germany and France Won't Hickman, Ky., to Have New Railroad,
Clash Over Morocco
the Iron Mountain.
•
Richmond, Ky., Sept. '28 ThC-
Daughters of Rebekah held their cigh
trenth annual state convention here
yesterday. The meeting was called to
order by Postmaster C. C. Wallace,
and Clarreloce E. Wai6'ds aeliveree the
addtees of welcome, widely was re-
oponoted.to by pi. at ,Chapman, of
Corbin. Miss all Harris, in behalf
of Lodge of Richmend, wel-
comed the visiting delegates. Mrs.
Hannah' Covington, of Lexington, is
_president of the society. There will
be a grand bag at the Masonic Tem-
ple tonight, give* by the local lodge.
and followed tomorrow night by a
banquet. About 250 visiting delegates
are on hand. The convention will Tact
PAN days.
confession of
DIFFICULT NEGOTIA-
TIONS ARE ENE-E' 
CONFESSES MURDER OF WIFE.
Legless' Man Dragged Himself Into
Court to Plead Guilty.
..•••••J•16
All Details For the Conference Have
Been Completed and Signed,
it is Now Announced.
M. WITTE, THE RUSSIAN,
WAS THE PEACE ENVOY
aP t s, Sept 28.—Premler Rouvier
and t ince Von Radolin, the German
ambassador, at noon today signed the
Franco-Germian accord concerning
the biloroccan conference, thus defin-
itely 'terminating the difficult nego-
tiations. 
- I
Preceding the signature Dr. Rosen,
representing Germany, and M. Re-
voil, in behalf of France, met at the
foreign office and went over the final
details of the protocol.
,The official details of
will be given out hater.
Paris, Sept, 28.—"All's well that
ends well" ils written on the faces of
French offielals as they read the clos-
lug Mesita Of the Moroccan negotia-
tions. According to today's informa-
tion, France and Germany "will meet
with eimnomn intentions -en the oc-
casion of the interatitiolal coaference,
all possibility of heetire action being
gone forever."
Although this optimistic view is
not shared by a't persons comiected
with Ilse affair. Premier Rouvier him-
self i. quite content, at least for the
moment. There is authority for
which was megtioned recent-
ly 
that the "impatience" of theprei
ire these dispatches, culminated a
few days afterward in his commun-
itatiop ' jay with the Berlin gov-
ern viv the head of Dr. Rosen,
the ser'solosettl talent in Paris.
nrt eolornankatiost was to the ef-
fect tait the Kaiser's agent did not
shoirothe expedition which the French
govArient tkought neceesary after
mo of dm-IL-gin? Tegothitions. M.
Rouyn+ therefore instructed Ambas-
Chicago, Sept. 38.---Jacob Hart,
who is without legs, dragged himself
into\ the court of Judge Barnes and
Whispered to Assistant States Attor-
aiey Barbour, that he was anxious to
enter a plea of guilty to a charge of
murder. Mr. Brbour explained to
Hart the seriousness of such a plea,
and that the court had the power to
-inflict severe punishment on it. The
crippled defendant, however, said he
understood his. position, and the plea
was allowed to be entered. Sentence
will be imposed in his case Friday,
Hart has confeesed that he shot
and killed his wife, Marie, June 15,
1905. He accused her of being too
friendly with other men, and when
she refused to explain where she had
been the night previous, be drew a
reviver and shot her. He also shot
himself, in an attempt to commit sui-
cide, but he recovered.
ARMISTICE IN NORTH KOREA.
Russian and Japanese Cannot Agree
on Tern'.
,Seoul, Korea. Sept- Qba
and Gen. Cossanalfsky, the Japanese
artd.Rossian representatives in North
Korea) met on Monday afternoon,
25, and again discussed
Oat terms of the proposed armistice.
thy,.Russians would not agree to
the anese proposal, ahd the armis-
tice s been postponed, awaiting
trialations from Gen. Linevitch.
Wheeler II. NO/Li:N.4" prominent
New Yoek lawyer, died snddenty of
apoplexy. • _
the accord
sador }Anted to see the German imjdissolved. Among the better class it
directly of the French disposition re-
garding thelinal entente This meet-
ing was held last Monday. M. ifti-
hourd first had a long conference
with \t Witte, who had just arrivea
in aer!in from Paris, where he ha
talked over the Morchcan situation
with the German ambassador, Prince
Von Radolin.
"In fact," said the correspondent's
informant, It may be said that a
large. part of the credit for the amic-
ableagreement which has now come
*bosh accrues to M. Witte. Without
his clear, straightforward representae
tion to the Kaiser himself it is doubt-
ful IT such a swift and happy end-
ing could he announced today."
Premier Roturfer's "coup" has the
approval of all sections of opinion
bele in Paris, where the first feeling
of regard for Dr. Rosen liar faded
with the recognition of his dilatory
tactics. The text of the entente, it is
expected. will be published in a few
dayel
RESTORE ORDER
IN MANCHURIA.
Military Attaches From Various
Countries Start Home.
thhishu Pass, Manchuria, Sept. 38.
ehlase Tartar general of Heilunschi-
and Province has been transferred to
Kierbt for the purposes of instituting
order following evacuation of the for-
eign troops.
He has already begun military op-
erations to suppress the Chinese band
its who latelyosvere in the Russian
and Japanese. service. The Chinese
estinsate that the bandits in Eastern
Heaungchiang are a thousand strong.
The tartar general has issued a proc-
lamation calling nn these outlaws to
give up their arms, as peace has re-
moved the necessity for their 
services.At the same time the general is dis-
patching a regiment of native troops
to suppress the bendits. No official
Chinese notification of peace has yet
been made.
Sixteen military attaches, represent
ing eight nations, bade farewell to
Gent Taneviteh ipeptember 24 at Kir-
insa Linevitch entertained them at din
nee: 'Brig.-Gen T. H. ,Barry, U. S.
A., as senior attache, was spokesman
in behalf of the others The attaches
formally bade farewell to Gen. Km-o-
piukie Seatember 23. There are evi-
endas of the breaking up of the
wdmiste' Arrangenients are making at
Ktunlitilieistatt for the withdrawal of
ifichinan. Ky., • Sept. A.—From
reaable authority it is learned that
Leanch line of the Iron Mountaie
raaroad that vsibl take the main line
and extend to Hickman, thus going
from the city in a direct line to St._
Louis and Ohicago, is assuied. W.
W. Hayden and a corps of engineers
have been encamped within five miles
of the river and are rapidly complet-
ing the survey. Sounding for an in-
cline has been made opposite Hick-
man and a satisfactory point located
and the erection of the structure au-
thorized.
Mk. Hayden has been in the em-
ploy of the Illinois Central raitroa
for a number of years, and has con-
structed a number of branches for
that road in Mississippi. From hirn
it was learned that a branch of the
Illinois Central would have been ex-
tended from Cairo to Memphis via
Hickman had the levee below the
city been completed. The branch
mentioned may be considered a factor
in the future growth and enterprise
of this city. The delay ,in transporta-
tion of goods from St. Louis, Chicago
and Cincinnati heretofore existing
and seriously complained of by the
trierdllabts, will be minimized, as the
competition that will result between
the rival roads will obviate delays
consequent to a monopoly that can
dictate terms and conditans often de-
trimental to the business interests of
a city.
Ricrrs OCCUR AT BUDAPEST.
Socialists and Coalitionists Crash—
Crisis Is Serious.
VERY LOW RECORD
Believed Turn of Tide Has
Been Reached.
Budapest. Hungary, Sept. 28.—Be-
tween icily and fifty persons were in-
jured in riots here yesterday evening
when socialists and adherents of the
coalition parties, including students,
clashed opposite the Royal Hotel and
for two hours there were scenes of
tremendous excitement. The Royal
Hotel is the headquarters of the In-
dependence club, in which is the coun
cil room of the coalition leaders.
It is/certain that parliament will
uot meet October TO under'the exist-
ing conditions, and it may even be
penal chancellor and iatorm him is believed that everything hisses on
the meeting ,Oetober 3 of the various
pasties adhering' to the cosaltion. This
meeting will take the form of a na-
tional conference, and it is hoped that
demonstrations will be avoided and
that some way out -of the difficulty
will be suggested. In the meantime
the crises undoubtedly is a serious
one.
PEOPLE WILL NOT EXULT
JUST YET HOWEVER
Authorities Are Still Having Trou.
ble With Hidden Cases Among
Italians, it is Said.
GOOD REPORTS FROM
COUNTRY ALSO CHEERING
New Orleans, Sept. 28.—The rain
width started here early yesterday
morning continued ceaselessly
through the night and is still falling
today. •
The low record of new cases during
the preceding twenty-four hours, the
owest since July, gave general satis-
faction in the city, but the authorities
wee not disposed to exult premature-
ly, believing that the heayy down-
pour might have had an effect in pull-
ing down the total. Sonw sections
of the city have been under water,
making communication difficult, and
it is possible that some cases were
unreported for that reason.
Oti the other hand it is believed
that the torn of the tide has been
reached, and that even if there were
461240 insialthlhe art.& thee, which
were alet Wiled an to thi airporities
there ;aill hereafter be a steady week-
ly decline in the fever until it en-
tirely ckseppears. In the interim
Pr. White urges the public not to
'ive way to over-confidence, but to
persecute its fight aaainst the mos-
nuitnee as relentlessly as it did at
the beginning of the campaign.
'HOLDING BOY FOR RANSOM
Black Hand Given Credit For Kid-
naping Him.
New York, Sept. 38.—Antonie Ma-
reaneina, the 6
-year-old son of Frank
atareaneina, a Brooklyn contractor,has been missing since last Sunday
and his father believes- he has been
kidnapped to secure a ransom by the1131ack Hand" methods.
Two weeks ago the father beganto receive letters demanding $500 onpain of abduction of a member of hisfamily. Since the boy 'has disappear-ed he has received four otfiers over-ing tn retion the boy if $5oo is paid.In one letter threat is made' to
"retern the boy in a• box" if themoney is not paid.
An odd coincidence to which thepolice give some attention was thefact that the M'areineina boy is acousin of Tony Mannino of Brooklyn,who was kidnapned several monthsago, and that Slavatore Mannino,the uncle of Tony, and who returnedhim to his parents, cannot he foundby the poach.
Country Reports.
The country reports continue to
be exceedingly gratifying. Yesterday
there were thirty-six cases throughout
the state communicated to the state
board, but the reports from some
points covered several days. There
was a total of only four deaths.
'Kenner had a clean ..Aisprd as tcr
new cases for the first ti sitiee
fever started. There have been a to-
tal of ecia in that viefoity. Lake
Providence was heard from again,
the illness of the telegraph operator
having suspended communicatian.
There are only 14 cases under treat-
ment there now, the total to date
having been no, with 19 deaths. Dr.
Von Esdorf returned here today from
Tallulah, the crisis being over there,
and brougbit with him nurses from
Tallulah and Lake Providence, their
services no longer being needed.
Runkie reported its second death
striae the fever started, the victim be-
ing Peter Fairley, cashier of the oil
works, whose parents live in Jackson.
Ass. The other important death in
the state yesterday was Dr. Anderson.
He was a gradate ot Tulane Uni-
versity here and related to the Par-
ker, Buckner arid other prominent
families of Louisiana and Mississippi.
--
ST. PETERSBURG
GREETS
Enthusiastic Welcome Attests Grati-tude of the Russians.
Se Petersburg. Sept 28.--M. Witte,the, senior Russian peace plenipot-
entiary,. returned to St. Petersburgthis morning, and the enthusiastic wel
conk accorded him by the waiting
crowds fully demonstrated the great
popularity of the statesman, and pub-
lic appreciation of the services he
has rendered his country at Ports-
mouth. Cheer followed cheer as the
plenipotentiary alighted from the
train, and when later ist. Witte replied
.in an intensely patriotic strain to the
address of welcome, popular enthus-
iasm found full vent.
The damage from the typhoon at
Manila and virinity ,is greater than
at first reported.
Hidden Cases,
a severe one and the man died in the
tire to report a case 'of yellow fever
has been made. The accused is Mike
Dablamenti. Surgeon Berry preferred
the charge. Several days ago an It-
alian friend of Dahlementi was taken
ill in Algiers. Dab'amenti removed
him Co his room on Chartres street
and hid the case until it wig discov-
ered by the inspectors. The case was
a severe one and the man died in the
emergency hospital, aftet his removal
there.
The worst is believed to he over at
Patterson, La., and the hospital there
has been finally dosed. Since the
fever started at Patterson there have
been 396 cases, including those front
the, Bellessein plantation. and 24
deaths. The hospital treated 120 pa-
tients and had 8 deaths.
The Ttalian committee is still en-
gaged in the work of aiding the de-
stitute. but has found it necessary to
appoint an inspector to prevent im-
position.
Matnrice hamper, Frencli vice con.
cut ,leaves here next week for France.
M. Damour will carry with him a
full report of the fight against the
fever for submission to the Pasteur
institute.
Church Bodies.
'At 3 o'clock this afternoon the
Missionary society of the First Pre%
byterian church will meet with Ws.
W. A. Bishop, of Fourth and Har-
rison streets.
At 3 o'clock this+ afternoon the La-
dies. Mite society of. the First Bap-
tist church meets with Mrs. F. N.1
Gardner, of Washington street.
m with 1,1
•
•or
p.
SEWER MANHOLES
THAT IS ALL HEEDED FOR
STORM SEWERS IN KEN-
TUCKY AVENUE.
Yesterday Morning a Big Force of
Men Commenced Excavating on
Jefferson Street.
/Yesterday morning a force of la-
borers were put to work tearing up
Jefferson street at First, in making
excavations for the storm water sew-
erage /mains that will be laid under-
neath that thoroughfare from the
river front out to Ninth street. The
laborers were those of Contractor
Thomas Bridges who has completed
putting in this kind of sewerage over
on Kentucky avenue from Second to
Fourth streets, with exception of the
manholes which are being rapidly
built so the system in this :highway
will be completed. It takes only a few
of the men to construct these man-
holes, so the balance were put over
on Jefferson to start the work there.
The holes dug for the pining on the
avenue have all been filled, while
there are still some excavations near
the City hall where the old telephone
company in placing its underground
conduits, inside which go their cables
entering the alley across from the
City hail, and running into the rear
of the exchange building that sits
several hundred feet up the alleyway.
Contractor Bridges does not yet
know when he will commence tearing
up the middle of the street on the
avenue at First, in order to begin
the work of paving that street. It
is more than probable though that
this will be done next week and by
time the street is improved out to
Fourth there will be finished the
storm sewers over on Jefferson
street. He can then start the brick
work over there.
BOX FACTORY
STREET COMMITTEE AND
MAYOR WENT OUT THERE
YESTERDAY
Factory People Now Want Street
Constructed Through Deep Hol
Low, Say the Aldermen.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Mayor Yeiser and the joint street
committee from the municipal legisla-
tive boards met at the City hall and
went out to the new box factory of
Messrs Morris & Wells, near the
TRACK BRICK
THE LArNIT COMPANY SHIPPErt
CONSIGNMENT OF THIS
MATERIAL HERE.
Work cf Pu•ting Them Down Will
Be Startee. Today by the Labor-
ers ca Third Street.
Yesterday morning there arrived
from Evansville the "track" brick,
which are the kind made for the es-
pecial purpose of fitting underneath
the street car company's rails on
South Third street where the thor-
oughfare is being reconstructed with
paving brick. These track brick have
a groove in the end of them so they
can fit under the rail inside the track.
The Lint people, who are furnish-
ing the brick, have not sent down any
more material of this character,
therefore the old regulation brick
had to be chisled off at one end in
order that they could be converted
into 'track" brick to ge fitted under
the rails. Foreman Turner, of the
works, said yesterday that they would
this morning commence putting these
brick down Letween the raiLs and by
the time that is done there will have
reached this city from the brick yards
at Evansville the balance of the
brick for the street on both sides of
the track, between rails and curb
alongside the pavement.
The improvised track brick utilized
heretofore are now down as far as
Tennessee street, but these new ones
will be put down right away and there
completed inside the rails that work
clear up to Third and Broad streets.
Union depot. Their mission there
was to see what could be done to-
wards opening the desired new street
that will lead up to the new industry
which sits on the knot/ between the
two main lines of the I. C.
No street goes over to the fac-
tory now, and Caldwell street will
have to be extended in order to give
an opening to the building. The
people want the street to run
up to their factory and stop
and leave the building sitting
out where the public thoroughfare
. would have to be run if extended on
over to the other side of the plant.
That was their first proposition, but
yesterday the factory owners stated
they would arrange to get deeds of
dedication from private property own-
ers so the proposed thoroughfare
could be run straight out from the
end of Caldwell street, across the
Louisville division track for the I. C.
Geting on the other side of the track
the factory people then want the
street to torn North and run fat
enough so that when turned west
again it will miss their property some
few feet, and give them an outlet.
The street committee would not
agree to bind themselves by any-
thing. because these is a deep hol-
low through which the factory peo-
ple want the new thoroughfare built.
therefore it would take thousands of
dollars to make a fill big enough to
bring the hollow up to level with the
abutting streets. The committee
agreed to lay before the °full boards
the proposition of the factory people
and let the entire membership decide
what to do in the premises.
DETAINING CHARGE.
Tom Sledd. Colored, Was Acquitted
of That Charge Yesterday.
OUT FOR TRADE
COMMITTEE HELD MEETING
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
TO DECIDE.
Will Arrange to Advertise in
the Surrounding Towns the In-
ducements Offered.
A meeting was yesterday held by
the committee of the Retail Mer-
chants' Association that h34 in charge
die matter of advertising throughout
the surrounding couutry, within a ra-
dius of 75 miles, the fact that the
business men of this town will offer
inducements to bring the out-of-town
trade to this city to do their shop-
ping. Mr. Harry C. Rhodes is the
chairman of the body and this was
their first gathering since being se-
lected by the entire association at
last Tuesday night's, session. This is
their rnissioe, to well acquaint every
surrounding city, by some means. of
the fact that these inducements had
been decided" upon and that parties
coming within 75 miles and making
as much as $30 perchasds would be
reiunded their raiTroad fare. These
offers remain good from the middle
of next month until Christmas.
The committee yesterday only took
up the matter of advertising the in-
ducements, but have not yet com-
pleted their report as to the manner
in /which it will be gone about. They
wil1 frame up this recommendation
in time to submit it to the regular
monthly meeting of the hoard next
Wednesday evening.
Mr. Rhodes stated yesterday that
they would advertise their induce-
ments in the local papers, and also
do likewise in ell paper, necessary to
cover the fieleincluding outside pub-
lications. They will hold several
more meetings in finally deciding on
different features of this, and get
things ready to immediately begin
work.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was dismissed the cast
charging Tom Sledd with detaining
Ella Graves, negress, against her will.
Ernest Ozment and Charles Smith
were arraigned on a breach of the
peace charge and givensa continuance"
until today.
Sans Simon and Ira McMahon were
acquitted of the fighting charge
against them.
C. E. Faith was, fined am and costs
for being drunk and disorderly. There
was another warrant against him,
charging Amply drunkenness, and it
was dismissed.
FOR SALE—Two fine farms of 50
acres each six miles from town near
Maxon'e Mill. One under fine culti-
vation. Take $2,500; $1,500 cash and
$L000 on six month,' time. Best
farm < in West Kentucky. Apply o
Bud Dale at New Richmond Hoc
REFUNDING OPERATIONS
WHEEL SAMPLE
SECRETARY COONS WILL SEE
WHAT FACTORIES THINK
OF IT.
There Remains Only $600 of the
$ro,000 Worth of Bonds to Be
Placed in the City.
Secretary D. W. Coons, of the
Commercial club, is preparing to
leave for Cincinnati within the next
few days and tarry along with him
the sample of the steel wheel turned
out by the factory being promoted
here to manufacture this character of
vehicle pact. He wants to take this
sample wheel to the Queen City and
visit the 54 factories operated there
in the manufacture of buggies, ve-
hicles, wagons, etc. His desire is to
see if there is a demand for this kind
of wheel before asking the people or
this city to pay in their pledge to the
atcs000 worth of bonds being floated
here so as to get local capital inter-
ested in the project. There is no
doubt but what the new make of
wheel is a great thing, and he wants
this substantiated by the owners of
vehicle factories, so the Paducah peo.;
people going in oh the project can be
satisfied that the invention is A good
paying one.
Yesterday afternom at 5 &clock
;rum worth of the bonds had been
placed, and this leaves only $600 yet
to be sold. This will be done today.
The directors of the Commercial club
held a. meeting yesterday afternoon
and discussed different things in con-
nection with the project. Jhey will
-tonight or tomorrow notify Messrs
Raum and Carroll of Chicle that
the jto,000 worth df bonds had been
placed here, and for them to come on
here and finish up negotiations look-
ing towards establishing the indus-
try in this city.
To Be Resumed By Treasury De-
partment October 2.
Washington, Sept. 28—The secre-
tary of the treasury makes the an-
nouncement that on the 2d of October
next he will resume refunding opera-
tions under the act of March 14, 1900,
receiving 4 per centsbonds of the
funded loan of 1907 and 3 per cent.
bonds of the loan of 1908-1e18 at a
valuation equal to their present worth
to yield an annual income of 2 1-2
per cent, and issued in place thereof
2 per cent bonds, cobsols of T930 at
tot, subject to diacountinuance at any
time without notice.
The secretary announces that the
purpose is not to stimulate circula-
tion, but to gradually reduce the
amount of indebtedness maturing in
T907 and 1908. He deems it better to
get some of the present indebtedness
out of the way before any great vol-
ume of isthmian canal bonds are is-
sued.
Dicensed to Wed.
The clerk has issued a marriage li-
cense to John Yancey, aged so, and
Eva May Dimon, aged 22, Of this
city, the groom being the well known
traveling man.
John V. Streed, vice president of
the Swedish-American league, and a
Prominent attorney. of Rewanee, Ill.,
is desd as the result of a mysterious
shooting'.
STARR WINNER
TIED WITH MERCER IN 0
HUNDRED BIRD SHOOT,
AND THEN WON.
Gets Local Cup For Winter Season,
and Goes to Louisville as Padu-
cah's Representative.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES
In so Days, Use
...„111,ADINOLA
T e tomplexion Beautifier
-
se!
• 414,4iiii
Tit '11"..IL
(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No chapge in formula or package.
The name has only beers changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
I, guaranteed, and money sv.:11 be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 20 days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, $healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and $t.00. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists,
by mail.
Prepared only by.
or
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Too.
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
+-he tilt aa-a-adal-a41-1-1-1-e++++,14+
Moses Starr by his shooting yes-
terday in the too bird event at the
gun club grounds showed that he is
the crack shot for close of the sea-
son, and entitled to keep in hid pos-
session during the winter months the
club cup which always goes to the
hest shot During the shooting sea-
son the cup is shot for each week and
whoever makes the best score keeps
it untit the next week, when the
highest marksman takes it for a week.
Vr. Starr though keeps it all winter
this year.
In the shoot at too clay pigeons
he got 88 while Ambrose Mercer got
that many also. These two then had
to shoot off the tie, which resultel
in Starr winning - on the 33rd biro!.
The number smashed by the balance
of the shooters out of too is as fol-
lows: Smith, 73; Kennedy 84; Keller,
79; Rouse, 76, and Alexander 78.
By winning in this match Mr. Starr
not only gets the cup, but he will
be the official representative of the
Paducah club to the big tournament
to be given next week at Louisville
by the sportsmen of that city. At
that meet the biggest marksmen of
the country will be present to par-
ticipate in the shooting for costly and
elegant prizes, both in trophies and
cash. Al) will know they have beaten
somebody though if they lose Mir.
Starr, as he is regarded as one of The
best in the country, havng won
numerous prizes at the national meets
which ace attended by every sports-
man of the world.
The shoot of yesterday was the
last of the season here and the traps
will be taken up and packed away in
the clubhouse maintained at the park
by the sportsmen.
SUSPENSION OF THE ORDER
Allowing Mail to Be Delivered to
Rural Box Numbers.
Washington, Sept. 28.—The post-
office department has suspended an
order recently issued permiting mail
matter to be addressed to box num-
bers on rural routes. The mail order
houses asked and received permission
to address mail to the box numbers
only.
Merchants in the smaller cities ob-
jected that if the mail order houses
were allowed to make use of the box
numbers in this way, the business of
the local merchants would be injured.
Rural carriers 'have now been in-
structed not to deliver mail matter
addressed to box numbers only. 'All
mail must bear the address of an in-
dividual firm or corporation.
Investigation into the affairs of the
Wetsern Life Indemnity company of
Chicago indicates that it has absorb-
ed a number of small insurance tom-
panics and that in doing so all the
policy holders transferred and have
since retained their membership are and killed there
today practical'', uninsured. I wood finisher.
New One to bun
(New York World.)
At one of our commercial ho-
tels a stout, red-faced gentleman,
in white beaver, blase coat and buff
vest offered to wager a $5 bill
that be could close his eyes and
simply by taste name any kind of
liquor in the house.
The bet was taken and the pro-
cess of winning or losing was
commenced forthwith.
"That is genuine brandy," said
the fat gentleman, tasting from a
wine glass, "and this—this is
whisky," and so on.
At length a wag poured out a
glass of water, which he handed
to the connonisseur.
"This is—ah—ah—this is," said
he, tasting it again. "By thun-
der, gentlemen, I lose the bet! I
never tasted this liquor before."
LUNCH FOR MANY
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
LADIES DID BIG BUSI-
NESS YESTERDAY.
Ii
I, 41
\\
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A Mark of Refinement.
\'L\
most distinguishing marks of refinement, and
‘PICleanliness of person is one of the \r)commands at all times the highest respect.
To promote cleanliness, install in your
sleeping apartment or,, dressing room a snowy-
white. one-piece $s( Porcelain Enam-
eled Lavatory, provided with an abundant flow
of hot and cold running water. 
1.
Our plumbers are skilled mechanics and do
111'satisfactory werlt., Let us quote you prices.
11T.
atk4 \
'Atli,' v.."
Special Service; Be Held at Temple
Iweal This Evening and To-
morrow Morning.
 or'
ED. RONAN Plumber.
Yesterday the ladies of the First
Baptist church served dinner, from
11:30 o'clock until 2 o'clock in the
afternoon, and they did a most ex-
cellent business, throngs being there
throughout that lengtli of time and
partaking of the delicacies.served.
Jewish New Year.
This evening at sunset the Jew-
ish feast of Rosh Hashana or New
Year will begin. The holiday lasts
until sunset of the following day and
will be celebrated by the Jewish citi-
zens of this city by services at the
Temple Friday evening and again
Saturday morning.
Does Your Wfh
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? if you do take
It to
John '3. fittich, 'meter.
224 Broadway, ▪ Paducah, Hy.
• Bishop Comes Tomorrow.
Bishop VA W. Duncan of South
Carolina is expected to arrive here
tomorrow to preach the dedicatory
sermon 'Sunday morning at the new
Reidiand Mitbodist church out in the
county. He will be assisted by Rev.
T J. Owen, the pastor of that church.
J I. COULSON,
...P
Steam and Not Water Heating,
Mose 133. 52.7 Broadway.
Bible Class.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock the
Bible class organized by Rev. John S.
Cheek will meet at the Firs* Bap-
tist church for their second study.
He organized the body only last week
and there are already twenty members
W. C. T. U.
The W. C. T. U. meets this after-
noon at the First Baptist church.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Cheap Excurtion to St. Louis.
On Monday, October 2, 1905, a
special train will leave Paducah Un-
ion depot and run via Cairo to St.
Isouis, arriving there about 3:40 p. m.
Fare for the round trip, $3,000. Tick-
ets will be good returning on all reg-
ular trains to and including trains
leaving St. Louis Union station Fri-
day, October 6, 1905.
J. T. DIONOVAN, Agent, Paducah,
G. C. WARFIEUD, 'I'. A.
Union Depot.
Charles Denton, a wen-known
Naehville real estate man, was shot
by E. R. Horn, a
Of Paduoith, Kentuckiy,
Capital and Surplus $1158,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transact: all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr*
proof vault for rent at to $10 per year 1111 to site. You carry your owls
key mud no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACIIES,WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS. KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
numegemept. for guests at the
FAMOUS KINTUCKY WATILIUNG 1PLACIL
Very bests accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. eic CO.,
Dawson:Sprbgs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporatedj
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ir
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liab!lity, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
Subscribe For The Register
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TWO BLOCKS DONE
FIRE COMMISSIONER ROSE
NOW UP TO THIRD WITH
WORK.
Finds All the Building Owners Are
Keeping Their Places in Good
Condition.
Commissioner C. C. Rose has fin-
iShed inspecting all the buildings on
4 the north side of Broadway between
First and Third streets and today he
ovAii start on the block between Third
aod Fourth, on that side of the thor-
oughfare. He can inspect only about
half the buildings on one side of a
bkick each day, because it is quite a
t‘ous ewes-poling, he having to
taleroughlt iestaniine -the cellars, each
story ttOd in fact all places from top
tett bottom of the storehouses.
Mr. Rose is more than pleased at
the clean condition things seem to be
in, a it shiawe'the people are becom-
ing educated to taking care of their
premises. as it proves not to be as
mach, trouble as it is to let dangerous
piles of combustible material lay
anound loose and leave the places lia-
ble to fire.
It will take the fire commissioner
until sometime in November to fin-
ish the examinations of the buildings
and then if he finds all have not been
put in proper shape he will make the
usual increase in the insurance rate.
This raise usually brings the insurers
to their senses and they get things in
tip-top condition.
LABOR FESTIVAL
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FRAMING UP REPORT TO
MAIN BODY.
President Pete Smith, of Central La-
bor Union, Is Dangerously III
at His Home.
The executive committee from the
Central Labor Union is already mak-
ing preparations looking toward their
carnival next spring, their intenttou
being to get as many things settled
along this score right away and then
drop matters until after the first of
next year, when they will re-onse with
activity. The committee is now get-
ting figures from the Parker Amuse-
ment ocimpany showing what they
will supply the attractions for next
year. This company is the one furn-
ishing the features for the present fes
tival being given by the traveling
men's club. Figures will be gotten
from the other carnival companies
of the country during the winter
months and then everything be in
proper condition when next year ar-
rives.
The committee has fully decided
upon the carnival, that being left en-
trely in their hands by the entire
-Central Labor Union, and the former
will next Thursday night make its
report to the full meeting of the Cen
tral body, recommending that the
spring festival be given.
The committee that has charge of
looking up grounds for the festival
will not act right away, because there
is plenty of time for that to be done.
It is also probable that there will be
postponed for a while the matter of
asking the city authorities for the
usual privileges accorded all the car-
nivals, such as public use o; the
streets and also permission by the
festival promoters of retaining the
licenses charged people to do busi-
• nese on the grounds.
Dangerously Td.
Ptesident Pete Smith. of the Cen-
tral Labor Union, is seriously ill at
his home on Jackson street, with a
partial attack of paralysis, and also
abcess of the head. He has been con
fined for seterel'weeks now and the
attending physicians are quite un-
eloy about his condition, which gives
them little encouragement kr his re-
covery.
• DECLARES FOR BLACKBURN.
Representative Ray. of Graves Coun-
ty, Gets ogi the Fence.
Mat eicld, Ky., Sept. 28.—Repre-
sentative Ray, in his speech Satur-
day at Cuba, for th first time de
.-clared himself for Senator Blackburn
for .re-election to the national senate,
and says he will support him for that
position.
This settles the question so far as
he is concerned, and the friends of
Senator Blackburn can put Mr. Ray
down•as one of his staunch support-
rs
A chief feature of the state devel-
.oprnent conve intion n Louisville, Oc-
tober to, it and 12 Will be a roll call
of Kentucky 'counties, in which a
representative citizen from each coun-
ty will he expected to respond. In
this roli call the chairman will ask
for answers on at least two' questions:
What has your county in a general
way in agricultore, forestry, miner-
als and industrial interesti? What
does your country need to inapt-ore
its present condition?
FOUND GUILTY
OF ENTERING INTO A CONSIns
RACY TO OBTAIN GOV-.
ERNMENT LANDS.
Two Previous Trials of Williamson
and Alleged Accomplices Re-
sulted in Disagreements.
Portland, ore., Sept: 28.—After. be-
ing out for less than -six hours- the
third jury which ha- heard the testi-
mony o! the government against Con-
gressman John N. Williamson, Dr.
Van Gummi., "Mr. Williamson's part-
ner in the livestock business, and Ma-
rion R. Biggi ,a Prineville (Ore.) at-
torney, at one time United Stated
commissiesoker at th place, late last'11.
I
night,- 'veld all t of the defend-,
astv guilty of 14 entered into a
winpitaqr to suborn patiory by in-
ducing locators to fraudulently tile
on governmeSt land, providing them
with denier so to do, under agree-
ment that. these persons would con-
vey title to Williamson a.nd Gessintr
when patent was secured from the
government. 
.
Shortly before it o'clock notice was
sent to United States Marshal Chas.
J. 'Reed that an agreement had been
reached and United States District
Attorney Hunt, Federal District At-
torney Ileney, the defendants and
their attorneys were summoned to the
federal court room.
Judge Hunt inwnediately order -ti
the jury brought into court and re-
ceived the verdict from the foreman.
He opened it, handed to the clerk of
the court, who read:
"In the case of the United States
against John N. Williamson, Van
Gessner and Marion R. Biggs.
"We, the jury, find the defendants
guilty as charged." •
Save bit- the silence of solemnity
attending the occasion there was
nothing drama. tie in the eventi Mr.
Williamson sat- silently apart from
the other defeodants, socking his
chair beck and forth, apparently leis
concerned then the fleshed and em-
barrassed jury during the reading of
the verdict.
When the jury had been discharged
Judge A. S. Bfftnett, attorney for the
defendants, moved that the defend-
ants be given a new trial. Judge Hunt
put the matter of bearing the motion
over and court was adjourned.
The case, of which this was the
third trial, was commenced on Sep-
tember 5. Little testimony was in-
troduced, differing from that of the
two previous trials, and in the main
the arguments of the attorneys were
the same. Mr. Henley finished his
argument in rebuttal late yesterday,
and Judge Hunt immediately deliver-
ed the charge to the jury, after whicti
it retired to delibetate.
The verdict, in view of the two
previous disagreements, was general-
ly a surprise, except to Mr. Henley,
who Ms maintained throughout that
the case became stronger with each
presentment to the jury.
H. S. Wilson, of counsel for the
defense, stated that the case would
be carried to the United States cir-
cuit court of appeals, but 'he did not
think it would go further, because no
constitutional point is involved.
Two Deaths in Calloway County.
(Murray Ledger, 28th.)
Dr. C. H. Howard died at his
home in the southwest part ,of the
county last Saturday. He was about
73 years old at the time of his death.
He was a native of Christian county
and was barn near Bainbridge in that
county. He came to this county in
tR89 in which year he was married
to Moo M. M. Lassiter, this being
the second marriage for each: ..Dr.
Howard is survived by his wife and
four asildren, F. A. Howard, of
Princeton, Ky.; W. R. Howard, of
St. Joe, Mo.; Alvey W. Howard,
Xeith, Okla., and Ida L. Howard, of.
ffmporia, Kan
Miss Jennie Witty died lest Satur-
day at the home of her parents neai
Brandon, and was buried Sunday at
the McCeiston burying ground. Her
death was very sudden and was sup-
pie,ed to be from heart disease. Two
of her sisters are now sick with ty-
phoid fever ad a brother has just
recovered from this disease.
Colored Couple.
Colored couples procuring licenses
were Rush Green, aged 6o, and Lucy
Squair, aged ao, of this city, and J.
W. Clark, aged 48, and Clemenie
King, aged 37, of this city. All have
been married once before except
Green, Who gets tied up Sot' the third
time now.
Getting Ready.
Chief Deputy William Kidd, of the
circuit clerk's office, is getting things
in good shape for commencement of
the civil term next month at which
time many important actions come
up for disposition.
President Morton announces that
he has a corps of expert accountants
looking over he finances and books
of the Eqttitable Life Assurance so-
ciety and that he hopes soon to fully
know its affairs. He intimates that
there has been a boost conduct of the
financial affairs of the society and
that the books if to show many re-
ceipts and expenditures.
TEACHERS
 
GATHER
SENTENCE SERMONS.
THE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY -1-4-1-4"1"H":": 1."1"1-1 " 1 1 1 1
TEACHERS MEET OCTOBER
or.ST.
The Session Will Be Held at Gra-
hamville and Be Participated in
by Many.
Superintendent Marvin Ragsdale, of
the county public schools, and other
instructors of the rural- districts have
arranged for their County Teachers'
Assaciation which will meet at Gra-
bamvillsOls Saturday, the 21st of Oc-
tober. Ilse expect this to be one
of the in* successful gatherings
held by thettcand have arranged the
date for Saturday so the city and
county teachers can both attend and
participate, as. on that day none of
the schools are open. The program
:or the meeting is as follows:
1. Invocation—Rev. McGee.
2. Welcome address—Mrs. Iona
Hill.
3. Object of association and outline
of day's work—C. Harkey.
4- -Life, Energy, Enthusiasm—L.
W. Freezor.
5. Debate—Resolved, that the wom-
an teacher is more efficient for the
rural schools than the man teacher.
Affirmative.--Mrs. Nellie B. .Webb,
Ness May Ellis. Negative--Grover
McKinney, W. B. Harrison.
6. Object, aim and outlook of the
common schools--S. J. Billington.
7. How to hold pupils in school
from Primary to graduation—Miss
Ruby Knott.
8. Closing remarks by A. M. Rags-
dale.
HEATING PLANT
AT M'KINLEY SCHOOL BUILD-
ING TESTED AND FOUND
ACCEPTABLE
Beginning This Evening at Closing
of Public Schools All Rooms Will
Be Fumigated.
Yesterday afternoon between 2 ind
5 o'clock a test was made of the Mai
ing plant put in at the new McKinT
Icy school building in Mechanicsburg,
and it was found to be operating sat-
isfactorily and was acepted by the
building committee, which will make
its report at next Tuesday night's
session of the full board of trustees
and have the latter confirm their ac-
ceptance. Those present at the build-
ing yesterday when the acceptance
was made were President Harry Wil-
liamson, of the board, Supt. Lid),
Supt. Fred /foyer, of buildings, Con-
tractor Ed 'Hannan, who installed the
plant, and Trustees Sutherland, Far-
ley and Petter.
The school had to be dismissed at
3 o'clock on account oil the test, as
it made the rooms so hot the schol-
ars could not bear to remain inside.
A big fire had to be started in the
furnace to properly test it, and this
was what made the rooms so warm.
The work is done in first-class man-
ner and has been entirely completed.
When chilly weather comes the plant
will be started and used altogether.
Everything Ready.
Everything is ,-eady for commence-
ment of the wholesale fumigatir n in
all the school buildings of the city,
when the children are dismissed this
afternoon. Health Officer William
Graves yesterday arranged for the
purchase of on pounds of sulphur,
and this afternoon at 4 o'clock will
have one man at each building in the
city to fumigate' the rooms in that
respective ,tructure. It will take
these men until next ?Monday morn-
ing to finish with the mammoth un-
dertaking which means !hat every
room will have to be closed tightly
and the sulphur burned therein for
hours in killing all possible chance
of scarlet fever germs clinging
around. No new cases of fever de-
veloped yesterday, and the two rooms
out since the first of this week are
the only ones thus far dismissed.
Be Gone Till Next Week.
Prof. W. P. Johnson will not be
able to return until next week from
Clinton, Ky., where he was called
several days ago ott pressing business
regarding a lawsuit in which he is
interested. He wrote Supt. Lieb, and
the fatter got the cbrd yesterday
morning, saying he would not be able
to come back and resume his teaching
until the date meptioned.
Colored Teachers.
• This afternoon at the Lincoln build
ing Supt. Lieb will hold the first
monthly meeting with the colored
teachers of the public schools.
Realty Transfers.
Property lying on the Mletnopolis
and Lovelaceville road in the county
has been transferred by Mame Fort-
son to J. E. Stone for $28r.25, and
the deed filed for record with the
county clerk yesterday.
Ts F. Mobley solid to Harry Mob-
ley for km land lying in the county.
ilIalf hearted service is always
heavy.
Fear vice most when she wears a
veil.
You may know a man by the
friends he drops.
sunny souls art not troubled with
doubt dumps.
There's a tack sornewhe:-e for every
pneumatic saint.
No creed that is worth publishing
can be put into type.
Without the sense of stewardship
culture becomes a curse.
'No man is going to buy your piety
if your peanuts are ancient.
The slumbers of one saint is no
excuse , for ,the sloth of another. 
Thebest way to bea:- your cross is
to share another's cares.
The only things that a- e estaSli '-
ed are those that never staid sti::
Virlien a man has re.:gion in his
heart he will not need it on his hat-
band.
The lightweight man always thinks
that his buoyancy is due to his
wings.
I
The only version of the Bible au-
thorized by heaven is the one on two
feet.—Chicago Tribune.
BUYS GERMAN HOWITZER.
Chief of Ordinance of United States
Army in Berlin.
Berlin, Sept. 28.—Brig.-Gen. Wil-
liam Brozier, chief of ordinance of the
United States army, has just left Ger-
many, after placing extensive orders
with the Ehrhardt company for how-
itzers for American use.
Gen. Crozier says that the United
States war departmient, after investi-
gating howitzers used in all countries,
finds that none compare with German
howiizers. So the authorities have
decided to order them despite the pro-
tests and wire-pulling- of American
manufacturers who think that the
army "as a matter of patriotism"
ought to be equipped with artillery
manufactured at home, even though
it is inferior to foreign guns. Gen.
Cro,2ier also ordered samples of the
new German mountain guns and the
new "Segmental shells" invented by
Gen. Richenau, the kaiser"s artillery
expert
BRYAN URGES THE
PRESIDENT TO FIGHT
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 27.—w. J.
Bryan has written another letter to
President Roosevelt, which was made
public tonight. He says in part:
"To President Roosevelt—Permit
me a parting word. You have the
contest of your life before you, and I
desire to render you ail the assistance
in my power. You asked congress
to ensee a law so enlarging the pow-
ers of the interstate commerce tom-
mission so as to permit it to fix and
enforce a resonable freight rate, and
the railroad lobby was strong en-
ough to stop it in the senate, though
the bill was passed by the house. The
railroad magnates expect to block the
passage of the bill again.
"Stand by your guns. You have
developed the reform element in the
republican party. You must lead it
or suffer the humiliation of seeing
your leadership pass to some . one
else. Go forward; you owe it to
yourself, you owe it to your party and
more than all, you owe it to your
country."
Dr Homer Phippes, of Wiell Spring,
Tenn., while in Cincinnati last July
suddenly went crazy and it was
thought he was hopelessly demented.
Wednesday just as suddenly as his
mind gave way reason returned and
it is believed permanently so. Phippes
is leghess and now proposses to join
the Salvation army and devote his
life to the work our of gratitude over
his recovery .
INN.
•
WORKING WOMEN
Their Hard Struggle Made Easier—Interesting State.
ments by a Young Lady in Boston
and One in Nashville, Tenn.
All women work; some in their
homes, some in church, and some in
the whirl of society. And in stores,
mills and shops tens of thousands art
on the never-ceasing treadmill, earning
their daily bread.
All are subject to the same physical
laws; all inner alike from the same
Weal disturbances, and the nature ofduties, in many oases, quiekly
drifts them into the horrors of al
kinds of female complainta, ovarian
trembles. laceration, falling and dim-
piessesents at the womb, leneorrhasa,
or perhaps irregularity or suppression
el "monthly periods," musing back-
ask., nervousness, irritability and
lassitude.
Women who stand on their feet all
day ere more susceptible to them
triontaniitina others.
fact,I=IYZeinseaVhaiveniti
stresgtbnik the female ergesime sad
enable them to bear easily the fatigues
of the day, to sleep well at night, and
to rise refreshed and cheerful.
How distressing to see a woman
struggling to earn a livelihood or per-
form her household duties when her
back and head are noshing, she is so
tired she can hardly drag about or
stand up, and every movement Mafia'
pain, the origin of which ta due to
SOMA derangement of the female or-
genie=
Mims F. Orser of 14 Warrenton Street,
ladle M. Plotheirs
Boston, tells women how to avoid suck
suffering; she writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
" I suffered for several years with
W=ing 
My back ached ; L
and frequent head-
aches; I ovoid noriel.leap and oould hardly
Meg around. I oansultsd two physician,
without relief, and es a last resort, I tried
Lydia E. am`sVegistalge Compound, and
to ray surprise, every eche and pain left me.
Iola.' ten pounds and am in perfect bealth."
Idles Pearl Aokers of 927 North Sum-
mer Street, Naahville, Tenn., writes;
Dear Mrs. Tinkham
"I eaffered wills painful periods, sevens
backache, bnaring-dowu pains, pains across
the abdomen; use very nervous and irrita-
ble, end my tremble grew worse every month.
"My *platen failed to help me and I
decided to try Lydia B. Phikliam's Vegetable
Compound. I seen found it was doing
good. AU my pains sat aoltes disappeard:
and I no longer fear my monthly periods."
Lydia B. Pinkhant's Vegetable Com-
pound is the unfailing curs for all these
troubles. It streagthems the proper
muscles, and displacement with all its
horrors will no more arush you.
Backache, dizziness, fainting, bear-
ing down pains, disordered stomach.
moodiness. dislike of Mends and society
—all symptoms of the one canes—will
be quickly dispelled, and it will make
you strong and well.
You can tell the story of your suf-
ferings to a woman, and receive help-
ful advice free of cost. Address Mrs.i
Veastails Owesum Swami Palli
Pinkhasi, Lynn, M
l When Mors
At "& Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, ICY.
LYO
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE.,..1.4..
U GO ELSEWHERE.
. .
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
II:30 UNTIL a P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50t• ":30 to a*
•
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carryifig a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of,the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER. .4000000
U. Rehkopet Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
•
it
•••••..
"v.
THE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President,
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah,le, as second-class mail matter.
•
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year. - $
Six Mlariths  
Z
Three Months  1.25
:One Week  IP
Anyone failing te rece4sre this piper
regulraly should report the matter ta
Tbe Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 358.
, -0 Friday Morning September 39, I905.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
cratic precinct conventions to be
held Saturday October 7.
should be too wary to not see that the
Russians lave set them an example
they must follaw.
, The Norwegivt storthing has be-
gun to figure la* the new govern-
ment for their country. The republi-
can form of goennient as sbtained
in Switzerland is -greatly favored.
The New York insurance investi-
gating committee has the Fquitable
Life Assurance society once more on
the rack. Some very questionable
transactions are being uncovered. A
deal in which Trustee and Senator
IDepew had a very leading part in
the profits, though the money was all
the property of the Equitable, has
been among those brought to bight,
and the senator is to be called to the
stand next. By the by, the investi-
gating committee is creating much
wonder by the way it drops first one
company and then the other, only to
return with renewed energy and many
surprising queries. It would appear
that the committee only lets loose a
little to either spit on its hands so to
speak or to give the witnesses a time
to catch their breath. Chairman
Hughes is clearly not only a persist-
ent but very shrewd interrogator.
• 
It doesn't speak well for the busi-
ness act:glen of any merchant to go
away from home to have any kind of
work done which he can have as well
done at home, no matter if he can
save a few dollars. What would he
think to find the ueople who depend
on Paducah industries for a livlihood
going away from the city to buy such
articles as he sells because they can
buy them cheaper elesewhere? The
practice as well as the contention of
every man who makes his living in
Paducah -should be to support the in-
dustries and businesses of the city
under any and all circumstances, and
none should be .sh- pennywise and
poured foolish as not to adhere to the
idea even to some sacrifice if it be-
tomes necessary. The thoughtful
people will do this and the unthought-
ful neglect it.
The New 1..ork fusionists are still
unable to get together on whom to
run for mayor. Eagh of the factions
want the right to name the candidate.
More land fraud convictions are re-
ported from Portland. Senator
Mitchell will have company when he
goes to the pen.
THINK THEY SEE
HAND OF WILLIAM.
In Hungarian Crisis, Do Russian
Gerrnanophobes.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 28.—Russian
Germanohobes think they see the
hand of the German emperor in the
present Hungarian crisis. A leading
repreaentative of this element said to-
day:
"Hapsburg authority does not grant
universal suffrage to Hungary, be-
cause in Austria 16,000,000 Slays who
are governed by 8,000,000 Germans
would at once demand the same ben-
efit. Emperor William, who already
considers Austria the heritage of the
Hohenzollerns, through 'his ambassa-
dor to Vienna, Count Wedel, will not
permit :concessions to be made to the
Hungarians. He also advises the
Novibazar diversion, relying upon
Russia's supposed inability to inter-
fere. •
"But Russia, having liquidated its
Manchurian adventure, will resume
vigorous action in the Balkans. In-
terior reforms have reconciled to us
the Western and Southern Slav, wgo
prefer a Slav federation from the
Black Sea to the Adriatic and north-
ward to the Baltic, rather than sub-
mit to German despotism."
The European news is of more than
usual interest today. It is announced
that Germany and France have agreed
as to the Moroccan conference and
that what promised to cause a clash
betwe'Fil these two countries a while
..;,ago is t thing of the past. Therefore
the angel of peace smiles more blana-
ly. Another fact less assuring as to
calmness angl. quietude is the reptirt
which comes 'from Austria-Hungary
to the effect that King_ Franz Josef
vl abdicate because of the disaffec-
tion and displeasure among his people
over his rule, which is regarded as
rather inglorious just now. There is
an undoubted crisis in the land, and
the abdication of the king may alone
prevent what just now appears a
certain revolution.
It is now said in Chicago that the
government is going to win its battles
against the beef trust because some
members of the trust have offered
to turn state's evidence. What is that
old saying relative to when thieves
fall out? Perhaps in this instance as
in many others the rascals if not the
people will get their dues.
THE KENTUCKY.
A Big Musical Attraction on the
Boards Tonight and Tomorrow.
HOW  IS THIS? ELECTION CRIMES
INDEPENDENCE EXHIBITED PHILADELPHIA MENACED BY
BY A DEMOCRATIC CON- ' GANG WHICH KNOWS
GRESSIONAL NOMINEE ,NOTHING STRAIGHT.
Accepts the Honor, But Says He is
for Roosevelt, Though Digg.r-
ing With Him Some.
The John B. Wills big musical com-
pany will arrive in the city this after-
noon to play their two nights and
matinee engagement here, begining
tonight.
The company has made good in
every city in which they :have played
and are always good for a return
date. After the first night's bill at
Evansville the house sold standing
robin only for the remainder of the
week.
The bill for tonight is "A Trip to
Atlantic City" and is brim full of
wit and humor. The chorus number-
ing twenty beautiful girls is well drill-
ed and then voices have helped win
many a battle for repeated encores.
The bill for the matinee tomorrow
afternoon will be the "Funny Mr.
Hooligan." The piece is built espec-
ia114 for women and children, and
special prices of ten cents for child-
ren and twenty cents for adults have
been arranged so that all the school
children may attend one of the best
musical comedies of the season at
popular prices.
The bill for Saturday night is "Two
Old Cronies" and is for laughing pur-
poses only and the company adver-
tises that if you cant laugh lon't
Come.
The organiaztion will bring a car
load of scenic and mechanical equip-
ments, and its wardrobe trunks are
filled with many attractive costumes.
In view of the fapt that there are
so many fanciers of musical comedy
in Paducah is a strong foundation
for the declaration that The Ken-
tucky wilb,be crowded at all perfor-
mances.
Mr. Witte, the Russian envoy, re-
ceived a most flattering reception on
his return to St. Petersburg, where,
he arrived yesterday. It is now to
be seen what kind of a reception the
•
Japanese give Baron Komurs.
. .
Norwich, Conn., Sept. 28.—Mayor
Chas. F. Thayer, who has beenanonu-
nated for congress by the democrats
of the Third district, accepted the
nomination yesterday in a better Ifinad-
dressed to Ihe uptific.ftion mmit-
tee. Theiatcer is yisorgus in e. In
it 31r. Thayeg, sajs Sgit he 11 ask
no person to vote lOr" hirn, ;ill spend
no Toney nor resort to corrupt prac-
tices to secure a position which he has
no desire to fill, but if elected
through the vote of the freemen-, he
will faithfully represent them.
"I am an admirer of Theodore
Roosevelt, and if elected to congress,
I shall be bound to sustain his strong
right arm in any and every proper ef-
fort to bring the beef trust and
kindred pirates to an understanding
that the plain people of the country
have some eights that must be ac-
knowledged and respected regardless
of party.
"I would also vote in favor of any
reasonable scheme of his for the con-
trol by the Federal government of
the insurance companies. The rot-
teness now being exposed in New
York justifies a paternal government
for the protection of widows and or-
phans. '
"I do not believe with the presi-
dent that we should build a big navy
or support a big standing aamy."
RINGING BELLS
PROCLAIM THE MARRIAGE OF
MISS DIXON AND MR
JOHN YANCEY.
The Dainty Duchess company is
billed to appear at The Kentucky
Monday, matinee and night. Front
the many years of success that this
company has enjoyed there ought to
be no question but that this organiza-
tion will surpass all previous efforts
inasmuch as this year it is grander
and more gorgeous than ever. It is
a decided fact that the company is
a brilliant one with lots of talent
and the girls (and there are twenty of
them) are clusters of leveliness, who
can sing, dance and pope in the most
graceful and charming manner imag-
inable. The comedy element is c-tev-
er, the scenic effects ate excellent in
the extreme and the liberality display-
ed in the selection of costumes cleat-
Ty establishes the fact that no ex-
pense has been spared in order to at-
tain satisfactory results. All old
fashioned ideas have been done away
with and the entire performance is
voted to be a-No. t The entire pro-
gramme is replete with brightness
and fairly overflows with all the good
things one expects to find in a wen WILL APPEAR
regulated musical comedy. TODAY BETWEEN g:3o AND x i:34a
A. M. A REWARD OF TEN
Ceremony Performed at • O'clock
Yesterday Afternooa at Mrs.
Walker's Home on Fifth.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
Miss Eva Dixon and Mr. John Yan-
cey, of this city, were united in mar-
riage at the residence of Mrs. C. C.
Walker, 217 Nor", Fifth street, in
the presence of quite a number of
friends and relatives._ The guptials
was presided over by 8,CV,; 101110 S.
Cheek, of the First Baptist church.
The happy pair will make their home
at the place of marriage.
Quite popular in this city is the
dainty arid accompliihed bride, who is
a young lady of striking beauty of
the brunette type. She is the daugh-
ter of Mr. J. W. Dixon,- of Grand
Rivers, and sister of Mr. George
Dixon, the wealthy furnace man of
that piece. She has been making her
home in this city for several years.
Mr. Yancey is the well known trav-
eling man who has made Paducah
his headquarters for many years past.
He is now on the road for the Dod-
son-Braum Pickle company of St.
Louis, and is a sterling, reliable busi
nese man, well known to everybody.
He is a brother of Messrs. Ed Yan-
cey and Wm. Yancey, latter the local
contractor, and former the Heinz man
now of Minneapolis, Minn.
A number of out-of-town friends
and relatives were here to witness
the ceremony, they being Miss, Bessie
Dixon, sister of the bride, of Grand
Rivers, Miss Hattie Wallace, of
Grand Rivers, MTS. C. B. Scarbrough,
of Dover, Tem, and Mr. Scott Dix-
on, of Metropolis, latter brother of
the bride.
Two Fingers Gone.
Friends of Mr. George Stroud will
be pained to learn that several days
ago he had the misfortune to lose
two fingers while workiat at Cairo.
He is the well known former Pain-
caftan who is now connected with a
woodworking plant m the Egyptian
city.
Secret Orders,
The RH Men meet tonight and
elect officers
Ingleside Lodge cif Odd Fellows
will meet this evehing at their hall in
the Fraternity building.
A eial of laudanum thrown into jail
Madrid, Mo., is believed to
intgnided $ alleged mur-
Miss Raffles,
THE MYSTERIOUS YOUNG
LADY OF
P. T. M.
CARNIVAL
AT OUR STORE
DOLLARS WILL BE PAID IF
SHE IS CAPTURED HERE.
Smith&Nagel
DRUGGISTS,
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
The Fight Against Which Mayor
Weaver and His Followers Have
to 'Contend.
PhRadelphia, Sept. 28.—The chances'
of success in the coming election' of
the independent, anti-gang 'party, led
by Mayor Weaver, is measured large-
ly by the degree of honesty at the
polls.
The city sackers wirl have their cor
rapt workinie organizatiqe. The rotten
police force is star imperfectly regu-
lated.
The army of "repeaters," ballot box
stuffers and men who will sell a vote
for from $t to $5, ate still within call
for duty. The most effective blow at
the ring since the revolt, greater
even than the popular uprising, is the
present attempt to purify the voting
lists.
Compared with the lists that form-
ed the basis of ballot box stuffing by
the gang in November last the revis-
ion already made shows the elimina-
tion of the enormous number of 50,-
000 illegal or phantom names placed
upon the lists and voted by the in-
dustrious machine assessars.
There are still 34o,000 names on the
lists. At the normal ratio of quali-
fied voters, one to five, the lists
should not contain over 280,000.
Right in this fact is shown the hid-
den power of the gang. There has
been no such thing as elections in
Philadelphia for years. The ring sim-
ply decided how great they should
make their majorities.
Many a minority candidate, defeat-
s(' at the election at the bands of hon
est voters, has served his term in
office by means of this ballot manip-
ulation.
In the process of purification of the
lists the most astounding revelations
were made. One case showed the
name of a woman as a regular voter.
She did not know that her name was
being 'used.
Ilhe names of scores of dead men
were regularly voted.
Tramps voted the names of million-
aires too ittaifferent to their civic re-
sponsibility to present themselves at
the polls. There were thousands of
names on the lists of men unqualified
to vote, and thousands more purely
fictitious names, used by the ballot
box stuffers and repeaters. It is es-
timated that no less than tto.000 ille-
gal votes were Counted last Novem-
ber. Tbat would amount to about
two-fifths (1:d the number of really
qualified voters in this city.
When Weaver started the purifica-
tion of the regitry list he assaulted
the very foundation of the gang*
citadel. His workers are still at it.
Under the law further corrections
must now be made by the courts.
The gang will have trouble at the
polls next November. The City par-
ty wiH request every citizen to put
business and personal affairs aside
and stand at the polls on election day
as vigilant watchers. Fights and
many arrests are anticipated. The
best detectives will be employed to
watch stuffers.
Aside from the moral aspect involv-
ed in this war for political decency
there exists a ringing lesson of the
fruits of honest government. leis an
answer to the attitude of apathetic
voters in scores of American com-
munities
"What's the use of fighting the
boss or gang?"
Of course, included with the gang
in this connection are some of the
millionaire members of the Union
League club, who go to church,
Sundays with their families and make
American "peasants" flee for thei%
lives from their automobiles illOrfj
country roads during week day's.
These are not to be excluded from
the associated group when the gang
is mentioned. Philadelphia likes to
exclude them, because they are
among her most respected—because
of wealth, "refinement" and resultant
power—citizens.
Mayor Weaver has presented an-
other lesson, not so big, but more
comprehensive by the small taxpayer.
In three months, by insisting on busi-
ness prfinciples and the elimination of
graft wherever he could, Weaver has
saved to the city just $786,933.
Here are the figures:
Filter sand contract $350,000
Garbage removal,  t6o,000
Electric lighting  t t8,2o5
Street cleaning  1o5,728
Architect's commissions   53,000
•
:s4
seestos.
Lay In Year from Mow
That is our offer on any Great
Buck's Steel Range or Heater on our
floor. We set it up in your parlor
or kitchen right away, and you take
a year in which to pay for it. No
strings tied to the proposition at all.
• •••• •••••••• 
•••••-••••••
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—
r%3Ce.
112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
Empire Grain and
Fertilizer Drill
Total $786,933
Money talks.
Weaver has just begun to shake
the sieve.
Honest government pays.
The Chicago Tribune''announces
that the railroad brothethood have
under way a concerted Movement jo
demand fixed hours by all the rail-
roads of the country for a days work.
It is said that the hours now vary
from ten to' fourteen..
Secretary of War Taft's steamer
returns from Japan in record-break-
itg time.
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AL WHY EMPIRE DRIL LS ARE THE BEST.
HAS DOUBLE DRAW BAR.
HAS DOUBLE FEED RUNS
HAS TAPERED AXLE POINTS-
HAS METAL CONDUCTORS.
THE ONLY STOCK DRILL THAT WILL SOW STOCK PEAS
SUCCESSFULLY.
•
, Powell-Rogers Co.
129 North Third Street : : : : Paducah, Ky.
1 Ifort Said, Egypt, Sept. 28 --The:wreck of the British steamer Chitkamwith her cargo of 90 tons of dynamite
I and blasting gelatin was blown upthis morning by mines distributedaround and inside her hall That
i were fired by an electric current ftri
he Kentucky
TELEPHONE 54S.
Friday and Saturday Sept. 29 and 30
With
Big Matinee Saturday
JOHN B. WILLS
And
The Wills Comedy Company
IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSICAL SUCCESS
'ATLANTIC CITY%
"Funny Mr. Hooligan." "Two Old Cronies."
•
REPLETE WITH NEW SONGS, CATCHY DANCES, SPLENDID
MUSIC AND NEW AND NOVEL SPECIALTY FEATURES
AN ACTING COMPANY OF SURPASSING MERITS AUGMENT-
ED BY A PRIZE BEAUTY CHORUS OF TWENTY VOICES.
HUMOROUS DIALOGUE, LAUGHABLE INCIDENTS, SCREAM"
ING COMEDY SITUATIONS.
MODISH COSTUMES—A WEALTH OF MARVELOUS SCENIC,.
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EFFECTS.
PRICES--a5, 35, so AND 75 CENTS. SPECIAL MATINEE SAT-
URDAY. CHILDREN toe, ADULTS aoc. SEATS ON SALE ON
THURSDAY
STEAMER IN SUEZ CANAL
Blown Up as Scheduled With
Quantity of Dynamite.
1Large
Raselech, about 5 miles away. No
serious damage was done to the canal
• luthorities anticipate that
the passage will be cleared of debris
in four days. The railway and
Sweetwater canal adjoining are in-
tact.. The explailion was tremendous.
The enormous displacement of ivftrr
was vis:ble from Raselech.
Jacob Litt, a well known theatrical
manager died at Yotikers. N. Y
s
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I ALL IIMOCRATS SHOULD MISTER TITSDAYI
HALL CAINE
THE 11D2OGLISIIINIONEL/S'4 11$ A
GUEST 0121 TIONOR AT
BANQUET.
161110.-11"1"1
Ylliagg.1114104
With His
Let
Pled
/terir`Niork, Sena istoeldaX Caine,
the English novelist, was theiguest of
honor had priaciAll egeother At a din-
ner given at the Union clpb last
night. Mr. Caine spoke * a tone
faintly touched with melancholy,
dwellinerio41 the passing
of the favorite author.
"The new. generation is ,always
knor.Jcing at the door," he said. "Old
Mem* men most prepared to step
hdOwn. After ill, why should a man
linger on after his meesage i. said.
I have had a long, happy sequence of
successes. I shall try to be reoon-
ciltd,.tren if the public forsakes me.
t lair art and ability there
will ilneidni be appteciatiott. There is
nothing that is a tonic tp faith/ass
se and so faithful se (the public."
Genius Millionaire.
# Mr. Caine agairodenied the 
report
that he had come to America to
'mu* the groins millionaire.
"It is wonderfel," be continued, "to
be a man of immense wealth, to con-
k croi.tir destinies of great masses of
e Mel It is yet _nibre. wondllrfal So
dic a statesman, a position that has
enabled youochief executive to stand
'higher tha inegy crowned head in the
world. But lewould nOt give up be-
ing a novegit to become either a 
lionaire or a president. I them*, teem-
ever, that when the great American
novel comes, it mew deal with the
'huge problems of the power and po-
sition of wealth.' As for me, if I ever
approach these matters, it must be
only from the point of view of my
tiny island, seeing, as it were. little.
'Yet seeing in little, one ofteo sees
more closely and mire finely."
American Money.
Speaking of this two-fOid character
as a novelist and a playwright, Mr.
Caine referred with smiling frank-
ness to the'solid American nsoney"
that had "gone home to his little isle"
from his plays in this country.
Me. Caine characterized his return
to America es a "return to his friends.
have come to see my friends and
the friends of my books. Literature
bas no nationality. The Americans
and the English 'public alike wart
ever the good and the true."
WALL STREET SPECULATION
Sig Manufactories More to Get Away
Prom Fever.
Chicago, Sept. 211.—The Inter-
(bean today says:
"Because tpeir clerks and officials
are affected by the Wall street spec-
ulation fever a number of large in-
elustries are to move their general
rates from N tv Yoreto taricago,
according lo report, eirenlaled
with the amsouncement that $40,000,-
woo American Steel Foundries Cor-
poration will roske suck a change
silrxt month. 
,
'Wm. V. Kelley, president of the
concern, said yesterday that tempor-
ate 'masters had already been rented
in the Mill' ,badintil tor the general
4 office of the company. Mr. Kelley
would not discuss the report that the
removal was dut 'to' the' influente Or'
Wall street excitement upon employes
with responsible duties.
"It io mid that there .are a num-
ber of other firm* conliderhee the
.erne Move and for flit'adite reported
reason. Their names could not.
ascertained yet, but they see believed
to be concern s that moved fhom Chi-
cago to New York several years ago."
The state convention of the Ken-
tucky W. C. T. U. will be held front
September 26 to October 3 at the M.
E. church, South, at Leradon, Laurel
• county. Hundreds of delegates and
visitors from all over the state will
se 4 be there.
4
MOVABLE STORE
CONSTABLE SHEIL,TON FOUND
MEDICINES HTD OUT IN
WOODS.
Interstate Life Assurance Test Cases
Now on Trial—Hol/and Case
Went Over.
Sevegat•days ago Meyers Brothers
Drug company of St. Louis filed an
attachment suit in the court of Jus-
tice Jesse Young agairdit the Dorian
Drug company, which is a "port able"
drug roncern that moves around over
the country selling patent medicines.
Constable A. t. Shelton yesterday
morning found the Dorian people in
a box-ht several miles from this
city out on the graveyard roads. He
took possession of medicine that Ate
Meyer people had sold to Dorian, it
being valued at $75. The suit is set
down for trial the 25th of next month
by Justice Young
Insurance Suits.
Yesterday at Benton there was
taken up the test suit for the proceed-
ings pgainst the Interstate Life As-
suratietiA eoerpaay of Indiateapelis,
Ind., wherein it is agreed that which
ever way these ,suits are decided, the
balance over the state go. The Sti-
p** will be.carried to the appellate
court, no matter which side loses.
The company is being made defend-
ant in many gaits for $500 each, on
lhe ground that it gave back es totl-
Icy holders sorne of eh* premium as
an inducement for them to insure in
the conks .‘.It is expected the suits
out olteril 11 be finished today, when
Judge- es e &eat takes the matter
under advisement.
••••mIlipipm.
Holland Case Poolposed.
On account of judge B. W. Brad-
burr of Bowling Green. being unable
to get 5•Lagnton yeserday to try the
ShessiltOWleiter Holland hilliest case,
the' otkeediag was continued over
until neat Monday. He is the new
Special jedge to hear the matter,
Judge Brown, of Owensboro, having
resigned the place.
Cbagred With Stealing.
Justice Barber yesterday warranted
Sarali\Easter, colored, on the charge
of stealing some of her own house-
hold goods which had been locked
up on an attachment suit filed in the
essettrates court by George Riley
for rent he claimed was Joe him from
her for occupying his house.
NATIVES KILL SOME
JAP FISHERMEN
Thiry Murdered on Kamchatka
Peninelds—Ten Escape.
San Francisco, Sept. aft—The Ex-
aminer says: "Thirty Japanese fish-
ermen were murdered by the natives
at the settlement of Opika, which is
situated on the Kamchatka peninsula,
and a similar fate would have been
visited on ten other men if they had
lot managed to make their escape to
the American cod fishing Vessel, S.
N. Castle, which lea* lying at anchor
dose to the 'settlement. o
"The Japanese belortgecr to fishing
echorniers, whose name port was Kao
dots._ . The ten survivors were kept
owlhard the Castle forrstivral days,
and then in a large sampan, amply
provisioned by Captain Ipsen, they
eet out for a Japanese settlement
some distance away.
'The news of the !me:lacer was
trivrnefit here on the S. N. Castle,
which arrivet from a cod fishing
cruise in the Okhotsk Sea yesterday.
Rains' Picture.
Photographers Riley & Cook, of
South Third street yesterday took a
pictures of Miss Raffle's in five lifer-
ent positions. These likenesses will
be on exhibition tkhoevening at the
studio.
Gen Peter C. Heins, lone of the
members of the Panama canal com-
mission, will uot be able to accom-
pany the board to Panama by reason
of injuries received from a fall in
Washington.
BABY DESERTED
JUDGE LIGHTFCKM FINDS A
FOUNDLING IN HIS FRONT
YARD.
Child Was Ordy Thirty-Six Hours
Old and Hid Been Deserted by
SOI2POlae.
A foundling in the 'nature of a girl,
baby was found yesterday morning
shortly before 9 o'clock by Judge
Ricbatd T. Lightfoot in his yard on
West Jefferson street, nitere some-
one had placed it in a basket amide-
serted the child, which was tenderly
cared for after the discover*, and
turned over to the Home of the
Friendless, where it will be raised. A
reward of $ocio has been offered for
discovery of the identity of the party
who left the baby in the yard, and if
detected, they will be prosecuted to
the limit of the law.
Judge Lightfoot was drivirtg out of
his yard yesterday morning in his
baggy, preparatory to conjing to the
city, eiben his little girl Mary in-
formed him that there was a baby
lying ettst inside the driveway gate
in a basket. The father thought "Mg
must have seen wrong, and told his
boy to go and look. The latter let
out a war-whoop and said there was
a sore enough urchin in the Basket.
The judge then alighted from his rig
and picking up the baby took it into
the house where by proper warming
it .was revived. It seems as if the
baby had been doped or drugged to
prevent her from crying while lying
out in the cold in the basket. The
judge notified the police authorities
and Driver John Austin, of the patrol
wagon, came out and took the little
one to the Home of the Friendless,
where she was immediately christened
Mary Florence, in honor of Misses
Mary Farmer and Florence Harper,
the matronesses at the charitable in-
stitution.
The baby was lying on a piece of
oilcloth in the basket and seetns to
be about thirty-six hours old. It
weighs just seven pounds. Yesterday,
morning early the telephone at the
judge's home rang long and hood,
and finally he went down to anstwer
it but received no response. He be-
lieves some conscience-stricken party
who left the child there. thought by
ringing the phone the judge wouldobe
awakened and find the by before it
froze to death in the cold morning
air.
SICK IN HOSPITil.
MRS. GEORGE BARRETT AGAIN
TAKEN TO THE CITY
INSTITUTION.
Miss Alice Ray, of Bayou Mills, Has
Recovered From Sickness and
Left the Institution.
Yesterday Mrs. George Barrett. the
wife of the well known commission
dealer of South Second street, was
again taken to a private ward at
Rivereide hospital to be operated oe.
She has been ill for five months past
and two weeks ago wao taken to the
institution, but last Friday was dis-
missed as the physicians thought she
would not have to be operated on,
but now her condition demands that,
and she has been taken back for that
purpose.
Miss Alice Ray, of Bayou , Mills,
Ky., was dismissed from Riverside
hospital yesterday and returned home
having recovered from her illness that
necessitated her confinement there.
Yesterday morning Walter McNee-
ly, of Mayfield. was dismissed from
Riverside hospital, where late the
night before he was admitted for
treatment of the severe bruiser he
sustained by being struck by a street
car out on West Broadway.
Mrs. Byrn Clark, of 'Stnithland, has
been brought here and placed in the
Riverside hospital for a surgical op-
eration that was performed Orester-
day.
MISS RAFFLES
THE CARNIVAL PIKE WYSTERY
CONTINUES TO WORRY THE
WOULD ISE'S.
Her Movements Yettetdity and Last
Night--Whert She IVO] Be ,
Zoday—Baker Malted Bet
• 'olo • 
- •
'After giving my Wanesday even-
ing notes to my press manager I went
to the Charity Inn and had a swell
cup of coffee. I passed out just in
time, I think, for two young men
were looking pretty strong in my di-
eretion when I left.
I passed on to the Katzenjantmer
Kastle and took the trip, which is to
say the least exciting.
The Coliseum was about to open
as I came out so I made my way
over and purchased a ticket from a
young fellow, gave it to the ticket
man and went inside. The place was
soon packed but no one teemed to
be on to me, so I kept my Seat and
enjoyed the show.
I went from there directly to the
entrance and passed Mir. Morris,
another young man and two young
ladies near a shooting gallery.
'I went to my rooms and stayed
there until about 8:30 A. M., when I
started. for, Smith & Nagle's drug
store. When I first came to the
place there wao not much of a
crowd and I passed it up until a later
date. I walked two blocks down
Broadway and came back on ., the
other side of the street I notited
that there was a' good crowd inside
by this time and made up my mind
the time had come. I crossed the
street and entered the front door.
Walking up to one of the show cases
I placed by elbow on it for about one
halra minute, looked at the clock, saw
it was 9-47 and walked out the side
door I passed there three time af-
ter That and noticed a man whom I
learned later was Cecil Reed on the
inside talking to Mr. Smith and my
manager, Mr. Richmond.
After dinner I went to Riley &
Cook's photograph gallery and had
difierent views taken, four of
which- *ill te exhibited in their par-
lors after noon today. I left here and
walked to the Smith & Nagel corner,
where I boarded car number 64 and
paid conductor number 13 my fare.
I left the car at the carnival grounds
and went inside, but did not take any
unnecessary irhances on account of
the "Guest" badges. Mr. "wouldbe"
Detective Morris was talking to two
policeman and I passed very close
to him, I will always pass him up as
a sleuth.
I took supper last evening down
town and walked up and down Broad-
way several times and was not both-
ered except once or twice when a
would-he sport tried to flirt with me.
He came very Close to getting a slap
in the face and will if he tipealcs to
me in the same way again.
A man sitting in front of a cigar
store as I passed said to his friend:
"There goes Peggy" and his friend
said: "Are you the mysterious Miss
Raffles." I am gentlemen.
then took ear number oo and went
to the grounds. As soon as I en-
tered I met my manager and then
went on ney way.
I went down the Helter Skelter and
was caught at the bottom by Mr.
Flower just atfer he had caught a
man whom I heard called Mr. John-
son.
I met my press manager soon af-
ter this and was told that I must be
mote than careful now, as he had
bet Detective Baker $25 that he could
not catch me before Saturday night
at 11 o'clock. He showed me the
agreement, which was signed by my
manager, Mr. Baker and E. W.
Kitchen, John Harmeling and W). M.
Helves,, as witnesses.
"Today I will be as follows:
_I will be at Smith & Nagle's be-
tween ,:3o and 1a:3o' a. in.; at the
grounds between arda andeg3o, and
will •ride on the Carry-Us-All; to-
night I will be ,n thegroundt after
o'clock and 'AR wear- a white
waist and black skirt. I will go to
the country store and Charity Inn,
will ride down the1elter skelter and
:HAD HIS GUN
ROSCOE MURPHY WAS TAKEN
CHARGE OF BY POLICE
LAST NIGHT.
Police Do Not Believe That Harry
Phillips Is From This Section,—
Several Arrests.
Roscoe Murphy was arrested Lao
evening out about, the carnival
grounds by Detective5. J. Moore.
,On being taken charge of there was
found on his person a concealed
weapon.
Not of Here.
The police are of the opinion that
Harry Phillips. is not of this city and
is misleading the Vevey, Ind., people,
who say he is wanted there on tke
charge of criminally assaulting a re-
spectable white woman near that
City.
Taylor Arrested.
James Taylor was arrested yester-
day on a bench warrant from the cir-
cuit court, where he had been indict
ed on the charge of stealing a bicycle
from one party and 'selling it to
Lawrence Gkave, by claiming the
wheel was his.
Jturiped the "Rube."
Yesterday morning early some ire-
groes were shooting craps behind the
Creation show at the carnival, when
they were ordered to desist by Frank
Johnson, who played the part of the
"Rube" for this attraction. Instead
of stopping the darkies pounced ,dtt'
him and gave him a beating.
Negress Caught
Dona Beale arid Annie Taliiion,
colored, were arrested yesterday , on
the charge of engaging in a fight
Wednesday night on a street car at
the carnival grounds on Twelfth and
Trimble streets, During the scrap
the Beak woman fell across the lap
of Editor John Meloan. the newspa-
per man, who with others was aboard
the car. The Beale woman had an
open knife in her hand and this
struck the newspaper man's leg which
was cut to the bone above the right
knee.
BURGLARS LOOT BANK VAULT
Cairo, Ill., Sept. 2.—"Burglars early
today entered the private bank of C.
P. Burnett & Sons, at Eldorado.
Wrecked the vaults and carried off be-
tween Woo° and Smoot) in currency
and gold Mlany shots were exchang-
ed between the burglars and citi7ens.
but owing to the darkness none of
the shots took effect. Bloodhounds
have been put on the trail of the
burglars.
visit the Tyrolean Alps.
I will ask those who lc)* for me
at Smith & Nagle's store not to stand
in the door, but leave a passage for
everybody, as they must catch me
on the inside anyway.
So that there will be no further
miss-understanding I will say that I
am still 21 years old, weigh 162
bounds, any five feet six inches tall,
and have brown eyes.
A mistake has been made and to
rectify it I will tell you that you must
say. in order to be entitled to ,the
$roo, "Are you not the 'mysterious
Miss Raffles of the P. T M. C Pike?"
MISS RAFFLES.
Parity In
Prescriptions.
A prescription may be" too-
pounded so accurately, lify ex-
perienced prescripdoelleteo With ,
the highest degree of careful-
nest, yet if dile3;atifes). **.:ilfr,
pure it is wOrtidells7Apprcrnii:.
No matter where sytoti
cannot find purer drugs, proW
er service or ifltg. skill than
we use in fiVing ii,40.,tar prescrip-
tion.. You'll be satisfied with
the prices, too.
J. C. Oehlschlaeger
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES,"
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE pc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. *me 237 ,& Clay Sta.. phoo•
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel, 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Examination by the state chemist
has developed the fact that adulter-
ated food is being sold in large quan-
tities in Indiana cities.
$100 RUWARD $100
Age 21 ; Height 5 ft 6.4 in.; Weight,
163; Brown Eyes.
"Miss Raffles" will be on the Pike every day of tlie Carnival. When
you see her walk right up and say: Are you not the mysterious Miss
Raffles" of the P. T. M. C. Pike, and have her sign the coupon below.
Then take her to the office of the Great Parker Amusement Co. and get ,
the $
Will be Paid for the Capture of
The Vlysterious "Miss Raffles"
DESCRIPTION
Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary. Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)
Second and Ohio Streets. - C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
x A Stuttering Judge.
Poston Herald.)
Judge Thompson, who sat upon
the bench of the superior court of this
state for some years prior to death,
stuttered dreadfully, but was a great
joker.
The first case to be tried at a ses-
sion of the Superior court held at
Fitchburg, a short time prior to his
decease, had just been opened, the
plaintiff's attorney had said, "May it
please the court," wheu another at-
torney came *into 'the court room
quite hurriedly, and asked the first
one to let him address the court.
Turning to the judge, he said:
'Can I trouble your honor?"
"N-n-n-no, sir!" exploded the
Judge.
,"But I beg your honor's pardon. I
wanted to make a motion," said time
'attorney.
"M-m-m-make your motion, sir!
You c-c-c-can't trouble me."
'it was the same Judge Thompson
wiss was met on the streets in Bos-
ton by another lawyer with a book in
his hand The lawyer asked him
what the book was. The Judge re-
plied:
"T-T-Thornpson's overruled cases."
He had a copy of the latest volume
of the report of the supreme court.
Couldn't Please the Witness.
"Gimme a little cold polar bear"
said the man in the bsement restau-
rant to the waitress who, having
brought him a glass of water, had
stopped to get his ,order.
"Polar bear's all out," she replied,
with a far-away gaze that went past
his-head without seeing 'him.
"Got any iced watermelon?"
"Yeh. Want some?"
"No, not if you've got it. how
about that pickled tongue?"
"'S all right. D'ju want that?"
"Not for mine. I'm married. Well,
I don't see anything here on this bill
that's cold enough for a hot day in
July except hot pancakes and coffee
!flurry 'ern along, will you? They are
bound to be cold by the time I get
The waitress swept away, still with-
out seeing the customer. He called
her hack.
"Here," said the customer; "that
was just a joke, I want a boiled din-
ner. What'll you take to laugh the
next time I get funny?"
"Chloroform," said the waitress, as
she started for the kitchen.—Detroit
News
-Tribune.
Medal of Human Iron.
(New York Press.)
There is iron in the blood, just as
there is iron in the earth, and the hu-
man body can be mined as the earth
is mined, and human iron, like earth
iron, can be molded into coins, med-
als, stoves, anything.
The experiment, however, is sel-
dom tried.
But Prof. Berard, a celebrated sur-
geon of France, used to keep on his
writing desk a paper weight of hu-
man iron. In his surgical capacity
the man drew continually a great deal
of blood and for a while he saved this
red fluid and extracted the iron from
it. To Piles Chagrin, senior surgeon
of the Hospital du Midt of Paris, a
medal of human icon was presented
on his 65th birthday. Dr. Chagrin
was so beloved by the inmates of the
hospital that enough of them con-
tributed blood to allow of the casting
of a handsome medal of two ounces
in weight.
They who have seen human iron
say it is very fine and pure. There is,
however, little likelihood of its ever
supplanting the iron from the earth.
Extravagance in Funerals.
(Boston Herald )
Everyone realizes that in far too
many cases the funeral expenses in-
curred, especially by the poor, are a
terrible burden. While one must re-
spect the feelings which prompt the
expending of a large amount to do
honor to the memory of one who has
gone, the burden thus incurred is of-
ten larger than can he borne by the
family. Undoubterly there are cases
where every cent that the head of
the house has left for the support of a
widow and childrsn has been used up
in funeral expenses, a lavishness be-
ing thus shown that is entirely unjus-
tifiable. Admittedly such questions
have to be handled with grAt delicacy
but the church can do much to limit
• to more reasonable amounts what is
thus exposed.
Convinced He Was Sick.
(New York Times.)
An Irishman had appendicitis. They
took him to the hespital, laid him
on the operating table, gave him
ether, and tied a small monkey on a
shelf where he would see it when he
tegained consciousness. He saw it
grinning and chattering.
"Phat's that?"
"Sh—be quiet That's wha we took
from you."
He uttered a groan and said: "Be
ye child or devil. I don't' know, but
your mother is a very sick man."
Very Precise.
(Philadelphia Press )
"Last Friday week was your birth-
day, wasn't it?" asked Miss Wabash.
"Nonsense!" retorted Miss Roston.
"Why, what's the matter?"
"It wag the anniversary of my birth.
I'm not an infaat." '
MARINO HOSPITAL
MAY BE CLOSED
CAIRO HOSPITAL AMONG
THOSE RECOMMENDED TO
BE ABOLISHED BY CONGRES-
SIONAL COMMITTEE.
(Cincinnati Telegram.)
Extravagance in the management
of the United States Marine Hos-
pital service has been disclosed by an
iivvestigation ordered by secretary of
the treasury, Shaw, and one of the
'results will be that congress will bring
about economics and reforms. It is
the present intention of the treas-
ury department to recommend the
atandonnient of some of the marine
congressional appropriations, and the
curtailment of.rosters of physicians
and attendants in others. It is even
possible that a suggestion will be
made that the projects of erecting
marine hospitals At Buffalo and Pitts-
.burg be abanened on the ground
that the heavy expenditure is uncall-
ed for.
The inquiry of which these forma-
tive conclusions are the outcome was
begun three or font months ago by
a committee consisting of three em-
pliry,es of the treasury. The report
of this committee is completed and in
the Mg-trent of treasury officials dis-
closes a rather astonishing condition
of affairs. For examiple figures are
shown which give the cost of main-
taining the marine hospital service
has more than doubled since 1897, and
whereas, previous to that year the
annual outlay was a little in excess
of $5oo,000 and it is now over $1,000,-
000. It is shown in the committee's re-
port that this great increase is due
er•i-c!: ''• •••••••••-...
"-- --)i:a:s. It
• • - -sstss •-• •'•e in-rease in
ths, ^vier!, because this
has been relatively small.
The investigating committee in-
quired into the cost of taking care of
marine hospital, patients in ti cities,
among them Cincinnati, Louisville,
Evansville, Cairo, New Orleans and
San Francisco, during the three years
which ended _tune 3o, 1905. The com-
mittee found that the average cost of
the care of patients in these hospitals
was about $2.70 a day. Included in
this item are salaries of _physicians
and attendants, subsistence, fuel and
light, and repairs and care of furni-
ture. Medical supplies are excluded.
because they are furnished from
Wbashington. The average cost to the
government for treatment of seamen
in-cities which have no marine hos-
pitals is $1 a day, indicating that the
expense to the government is nearly
three times as great at its own hospi-
tals as in other institutions.
One of the chief causes of this ex-
cessive co-,t of treating disabled sea-
men lies in the fact that most of the
hospitals employ an unnecessarily
large force of physicians and attend-
ants. To illustrate, the attendants in
the hospitals at Cincinnati and Ev-
ansville exceed the average number
of patients treated daily. In Louis-
ville the average number of patients
is about the same as the number of
attendants. In New Orleans the av-
erage number of patients has been
35, while the attendants number '24;
in Chicago, 44 and 24 are the respec-
tive figures. In the New York hos-
pital the ratio is reasonable, inasmuch
as the average number of patients per
day 'has been ro5 and the attendants
26.
It is the opinion of the chief offi-
cials of the treasury that most of the
small marine hospitals in the country
should be closed, and in this list are
thrite at Cincinnati. Louisville, Cairo
and Evansville. The officials favor
making.contracts with local hospitals
in such cities for the care of injured
or sick seamen, and the sale of the
present hospital property. It is ex-
pected, as indicated before, that rec-
cartinendations to this effect will be
made to congress next winter. At its
last messi.)n congress appropriated
$125,000 for the erection of a new
hospital at Buffalo and a similar
amount for one at Pittsburg. The
land for both these institutions has
already been acquired, but the treas-
ury officials are not at all enthusiastic
over the consummation of the pro-
jects. It is possible they will put it
up to congress to determine whether
or not the buildings should be erect-
ed. It is ettimated that the equip-
ment of each will entail an additional
expenditure of $5o,000.
There is no intimation on the part
of the investigating committee that
any of the disbursements for the sup-
port of the hospitals have been made
improperly, neither do the chief offi-
cials of the treasury suggest any such
thing. It is their opinion merely that
there has been unnecessary extrava-
gance in the management of this
branch of the government. In speak-
ing of the marine hospital service it
is not intended to confute it with the
public health service, which is under
same 'head. The public health service
'relates to the maintenance of epidem-
ics, such as the yellow fever plattge
in New Orleane. The investigation
of the marine hospital service is not
yet concluded, and •Secretary Shaw
intends to get more information be-
fore masking up his final recommen-
dation for congress. It should be
-± ""'"1"'"IIEDGARIW. WHITTEMORE,+ Dyspeptic Philosophy. :7.
Don't throw your money am. 'ay
tuiless you wan't to go to work fur
the fellow who pkcks it. up.
Time may be money, but lots of
fellows will spend more time trying
to pass a Canadian dime than it
would take them to earn five dollars.
A lie seldom dies from lack of cir-
culation.
The success of other people is
purely a matter of luck.
You can't even 'borrow trouble
without paying a pretty high rate of
interest.
The man who invents excuses is
generally infringing on some fellow's
patent.
The divorce courts demonstrate
that it is never too late to mend.
If a married man had the spilt of
a mouse his wife would be afraid of
him.
The manicure girl has a profound
contempt for the finger of scorn.
A woman never quarrels with her-
self except as a last resource.
The fellow who gives away cheap
cigars would give away 'his friends.
The intoxication of love is gener-
ally followed by sober second
thought.
A great deal of energy is wasted
in talking that might be used in
sawing wood.—New York Times.
GOVERNOR OF
ST. PETERSBURG
To All Intents is the Dictator of
Russia.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 27.—Geni.
Trepoff, who as assistant minister of
interior and governor of St. Peters-
burg is practically dictator of Russia,
said Mionday: "While the country is
apparently calm, there is a possibility
of a serious outbreak at any instant
The only cure for the present condi-
tion of unrest is the Douma.
"Accusations of tryanny made
against me are unjustified. I am
nuardirig the state and the public saf-
ety, therefore I am obliged to arrest
and deport agitators. The guilt of
men like Prof. Milyoukoy, president
of the federated organizations, is all
the more grave because they are not
Russians. Such elements, however,
are powerless without Russian col-
laboration. We have no habeas cor-
pus act and no political courts in this
country, hence many persons are im-
prisoned indefinitely.
"The Demme will remedy this evil
There is not the slightest doubt of
the czar's sincerity. He has limited
his own power continually and he in-
tends to enlarge the Douma's prerog-
atives. His chief desire is to avoid
anarchy and give repose to the em-
pire."
FROM CONSULS REPORtS.
Mjanchuria is well adapted to sugar
beet raising.
Australian exports from the mother
country are steadily dec:ining.
A large portion of the gold lands
of Australia is still undeveloped.
A number of United States manu-
facturers are erecting plants in Can-
ada.
During the last year 150,119 persons
carne to the United States from Italy.
The lack of American banks in
Brazil is a serious disadvantage to
American exporters.
A company has 'been formed for
the purpose of converting pilchards
into "Cornish" sardines.
Extensive petroleum deposits have
been found in Mesoptamia, west of
the Persian frontier.
Within * little more than a genera-
tion Japan's population has increased
from 2o.000,000 to somoo,000.
'Alcohol distilled from potatoes is
used extensively in Germany-for heat-
ing, lighting and motor purposes.
The government of Panama is pro-
viding funds for the establishment of
a school to teach the making of Pan-
ama hats.
The Canadian government has de-
cided not to urge the granting of a
bonus to ship-building plants during
the present session of parliament.
The Sweep of Reform.
(Indianapolis News.)
It is instructive to note that the
moral awakening which is the domin-
ant phase of the life of the American
people at this time has taken place
during a period of abounding pros-
perity. Usually it is not so. Such a
period is historically a time of riot of
all kinds; when the pinch comes phy-
sicians!, moral reflection commonly
sets in. .It has not been so with us
and from it we may argue hopefully
that it is to be no flash in the pan.
There are two more features of it
that point in the same direction; it
is confined to no one kind of derelic-
tion, and to no one place. There is a
promise in ‘all this that not merely the
specific wrong that may be uncovered
will be punished, but that we all
go further and install a better system;
that hand in hand with the demand
that the law shall he observed in the
conduct of the public business we
shall place that business on a basis
similar to that of private business.
explained that it has been the custom
of the public health and marine hos-
pital service to go direct to congress
for appropriations, and not operate
through the head of the treasury de-
partment. This Secretary Shaw in-'
tendt to stop.
REAL ESTATE AdENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTAT:c. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASi
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR Zr.
R W. WISITTEMOK.E. Pe.dtaush.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARPIVED
As elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE St BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
N you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, tales them to K. C.
ROSS, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line c.f samples for nate
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Plum ago.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANR THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon Arai Red.
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
3og Broadway.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, am
Host hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residehce iosz Clay, Old Phone aye
Veiled Prophet—St. Louis.
 MM1
For the above occasion the Ulinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to St. Loins and
return on October 3rri for $5.35 for
the round trip, good returning until
October 6th.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFLELD,
T. A., Union Depot.
Low Rates to California.
From September rs, to October 34
the Illinois, Central Railroad com-
pany will sell one-way second-class
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.0o.
J. T Donovan, Age Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Shampotsuing, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff eared by electrical treat
merits. Body massage, Electricat
Hairdressing Parlors, 43! Jefferson
street.
Secretary Wilson, who has returned
to Washington from a western trip,
says that the glowing reports of en-
I ormous crops in the west are in no-wise exaggerations. ._
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thu. B McGregory,
Benton. Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES; Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room us Fraternity Building.
New Phone its. Old Phone 303.
-
GRECN 611AY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Ramon," has moved from
atill Broadway to re) Booth Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wet
come all his old friends and custom-
A. S. DABNEY,
--DE iiTIS T—
Trueletert Building.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hears II to io rn., to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. ca.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
so: Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone so
Paducah. Kentucky.
IS. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Sin"s
worth of city property for sale end
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old. rf165.
•
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695—Rooms 303 and 204
p.
Fraterity Building.
ALBBN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRIIEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone 188 at the office, both
phones aso at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. M.; 1 10 3 p. in., 7 to Q p.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 290 Office 253
-------
D. 0. r'ARKGA
ATT 0 REIT -AT-LAW ,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-010 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park B'ld'g, Mayfield Ky.
'DEAL'S band anaOrchestra
Phone 136, red. ..,
EXCU 'SION
St Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank I..
Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes etr?d
FlArqittarte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
sifs-aao Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
L.AWYERS
Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the eosins of the
state. Both phones At.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUriti DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1115.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT
-LAW,
to; 2--a North Pearth Street, Upstairs
Commercisil'and Co-operative
%mines a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and ra Columbia Building.
Old Phone top.
FLOURN Y & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ro, rt and is, Columbia Bldg..
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Resit
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Ken.-.
Itscky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Truss
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
sla
DR. W. C. MBANK.%
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Brcadway—Phone lee.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone z49.
AD
Office phone ay, Residence phase 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON. p
Rooms 104-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT'
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICLAJI
Phone 196, soo 1-2 Broadway,
PADLT.CAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when In-
dicated.
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Ex-Presidents as RESUME OF HISTORYFROM TIME OF GEO.
Political Factors TO MR. CLEVELAND.WASHINGTON DOWN
+4-4-letelaesH-Hoe-hor-leh-hielsnelehe isti el II I1 leeetee-neelelet-'
A little over three years hence
Theodore Roosevelt will become an
ex-president, and there is much cu-
riosity as to what he will do with
his freedom from official cares, says
Charles MI Harvey in the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat.
There ace many persons, of course,
who say that he will be re-elected in
1908. Some Republican papers and
several flints as many Democratic
journal! deckre that he will be com-
pelled to take the candidacy, and that
he will have a much larger majority
than was his unprecedented lead in
1904. He said, however, that under
no circumstances would he accept
another nomination. It is safe to as-
sume that that decision was final and
that MY. Roosevelt wild step down
from office on March 4, 1909. The
question of what he will do in the
coming years is beginning to occupy
the attention of the political gossips.
Suggestions are matte that Roose-
velt go to the senate after his retire-
ment from the White House as An-
drew Johnson did. He is the young-
est and most versatile of all the pres-
idents. He engages in more sorts of
functions than any of his predeces-
sors. No other president would ever
have thought of intervening in a big
strike, as Mr. Roosevelt did, in the an-
thrieite contest of 1002. His part in
that affair was 'sat of a private citi-
zen, but the influence whicb he exert-
ed was that which attached to his of-
fice. It is impossible to disassociate
the individual from his office, in the
case of a forceful, active president
like the present incumbent, and no-
body attempts to do it. Theoreti-
cally it was the private citizen Roose-
velt who brought the miners and the
mine owners together three years
ago and forced the peace between
them. Actually it was President
Roosevelt wb6 did this. As a private
citizen the task would have been be-
yond his power. He would not have
essayed it. Neither war nor custom
obliged Mr. Roosevelt to offer med-
iation in the Russo-Japanese wallet,
but as a friend of humanity, with the
influence of a governmest behind
him which has done more for the
promotion of the world's pee than
any other country, and which has no
interest in this affair ereept to stop
the slaughter, he was able to accom-
plish his purpose. A man who has
figured with success in So many differ-
ent sorts of activities since he enter-
ed the white house as the present
ocupant has, is likely to find some-
thing to occupy his time after he
leaves it which will keep him in the
public eye and be of advantage to his
countre and to humanity.
Looked to Washington.
Washington. old and worn out in
the service of his country when he
left office at the end of his second
term in "1797, took no part in politics
afterward, but he accepted the com-
mand of -he army when there seem-
ed to he a prospect of war aith
France. during John Adams' admin-
istration. Many Federalists, believ-
ing that Adams could not be re-elect-
ed, and believing also that he did not
deserve to he, prompted Gouverneur
'Morris in 1799 to write to Washing-
• ton asking him to take another term,
so as to unite the hostile factions of
Washington's and Adams' party, but
before the letter reached Whshington
he was dead. Adams served as a
member of the Massachusetts con-
stitutional convention after he left
the presidency—but, though be lived
25 years after leafing the White
House, he never attempted to exercise
any influence in politics. Even when
his son, John Quincy Adams, became
president, the elder Adams never
mingled in active politic', though he
took a close interest in the events of
the day until his death
Jefferson was a very busy man for
the seventeen years which elapsed be-
tween his retirement from executive
office till his death, but he held no
other public post. All over the
world there were scieatists, states-
men and displomats who were in cor-
respondence with him, and in his own
country he was inundated with let-
ters from all sorts and conditions of
men, asking en kinds of questions
and political favors. In general,
however, he refused his political in-
fluence to all those seeking it, al-
though he made some exceptions to
this rule. Writing to John Adams in
1822, four years before his death, he
declared he was "uuder the persecu-
tion of letters, of which every Anil
tongs me a fresh load." Sometimes
they were from his friends, but they
were much oftener from persons en-
tirely. unknown to him, and civility,
'he said, required him to answer all of
them, although some of them requir-
ed elaborate research. He &tiered
that the drudgery of writing oft de-
prived him of all chance to ad a
4-1
single page of a book in a week.
Then he asks Alan*: "Is this life?
At best it is but the life of a mill
horse, who sees no end to his circle
but in death. To such a life that
of a cabbage is paradise." And Jef-
ferson was yp years of age at this
time. He was teittallelled to do all his
letter writing himself, and there were
no typewriters to lighten his labor.
In addition to Jefferson's private
correspondence, which fills 'natty vol-
umes in the collection of the letters
which are extant, he was often called
in consultation by his two immediate
successors, Miadison and Monroe.
The war'of r812-is, which came iii
'Madison's administration, excited his
profound interest, and his advice was
often asked in that crisis. Monroe
consulted Jefferson when, in 1823,
Rush, the United States minister to
London, informed Monroe that the
holy alliance contemplated an attack
on Mexico, Peru and the rest of the
countries on the continent which had
broken away from Spain, and Jeffer-
son counseled him to issue a warn-
ing to Europe against any encroach-
ment on the liberties of any inde-
pendent nation on the continent.
This was in line with the advice giv-
en by Secretary of State John Quincy
Adams, and Monroe acted on their
suggestions in the message of Decem-
ber, 1823, to Congress, which has
Preserved that President's name to
history. It is insisted by investigat-
ors that the real author of the Mon-
roe doctrine was Adams instead of
Monroe, but it was Monroe who
proclaimed it and gave it its official
character as the aspiration and pur-
pose of the American people, and to
him, of course, belongs the, credit
for the act. The three living ex-
presidents.—John 'Adams, Jefferson
and Madison—were in harmony with
Mentiroe on that vita) principal of
Aerserican policy.
Miadison and Monroe led a seclud-
ed life after leaving the White House,
but the former, like his immediate
predecessor, was a voluminous letter
writer, Mkniroe was a justice of the
peace, however, and a member of the
constionional convention of Virginia.
John Quincy Adams. who had served
in congress and in diplomatic cabinet
stations before he became president
and who had rendered good service in
all those fields, had still a long and
active career before him when he
left the White House in 0129. The
anti-Masons elected him to the house
of representatives in z831, and he
remained there, through successive
elections, till his death in 1848. It
was as an independent that he went
to the house, and he retained that at-
titude to the end. Usually he voted
with the Whigs, but they never claim-
ed him as one of their number, and
the Democrats had his support on
more than one critical occasion. His
past service gave him a prestige
which was of high value to him in
the popular branch of congress. This
prestige gave him election after erec-
tion while his district and his state
were against the views which he often
proclaimed. After several decades
in other branches of the public ser-
vice he had been theooldest man in
the house in continuous membership
in his last years in that body and as
such administered the oath to speak-
ers.
Adams' Great Triumph.
Adams' influence, as well as his
initiative and courage, was shown in
a striking way in the so-called "broad
seal war" in New Jersey. Along to
1846 New Jersey elected all its mem-
bers to congress on a general ticket
by the people of the whole state, just
as all states of the present day choose
presidential electors. In 1838 there
was a Democratic majority of about
too votes in a poll of 57.000, on which
the six members of that state based
their election. An irregularity in one
precinct led an inspector to throw
out that_ precinct's entire vote. In
the remainder of the state the Whigs
had a small majority, and the state
canvassing board gave certificates of
election, under the broad seal of the
state,, to the Whig candidates. Thus
two sets of candidates appealed for
adarission-adien-the house met in
1839, and as that chamber, outside of
the New Jersey delegation, had 118
Whigs and 119 Democrats, its stand-
ing for the session would depend on
which set of candidates from New
Jersey would be admitted. The Dem-
ocratic clerk of the house, at the roll
call, refused to call the names of the
Whig members who had come with
certificates of election, except one,
whose majority appeared to be un-
questioned. In the anarchy which en-
sued, both sides clamoring for recog-
nition and the house unorganieed,
Adams brought order. He was chos-
en On preside, he put the motions
which ended the tangle, and at length
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
, OLD PHONE NO. scie. 1
an organization was effected and the
house proceeded with its legitimate
business. It was a great triumph for 
the ex-president, but a greater one I
Was won by his fight for the right of
petition, which Adams waged from
1836 to 1844, against a house domi-
nated by a majority strongly opposed
to him, the petitions which had arous-
ed the opposition of that body being
in the interest of the abolition of
slavery. In the end he was success-
ful, and the right of petition received
a memorable triumph. Less than
three years after he gained this nota-
ble victory he dropped from his seat
in the house, and soon afterward
died. He was Si years of age, and
had been in the public service, ex-
cept for a few short intervals, for
54 years.
One of the last of the earthly
things that Jackson did was to read
a note from Polk, asking his advice
about the appointment of certain
federal officers in the south. Polk
had been in office only a few weeks
at the time and he wanted to get tbe i
endorsement of Jackson for his ad-'
ministration. In order to win Jack-
son's favor Polk was called Young
Hickory by his admiring friends, but
Old Hickory's favorite for the nom-
ination in z844 was Van Buren, and
not Polk. Jackson was a Texas an-
nexationist, as was Polk, while Van
Buren's opposition to annexation was
what caused his defeat for the pres-
idency. Yet personally he preferred
Van Buren. Polk, after his inaugu-
ration, made war on Francis P.
Blair, who edited Jackson's and Van
Buren's old organ at Washington, the
Capital, and thus displeased Jackson,
though the latter knew that Blair
had been lukewarm toward Polk in
the canvass. Blair was forced to get
out and the Capital was changed into
the Daily Union, with Ritchie of
Richmond as its editor. From the
hour of his retirement until his
death through Van Buren's adminis-
tration and in the opening days of
Polk's, Jackson remained an influen-
tial figure in the Democratic politics
of the time. .
Why Taylor Won.
Van Buren, as an ex-president, by
accepting the nomination of the Free
Soilere in 1848, split the Dernbcratic
party in New York, and gave Taylor,
the Whig, that states' electoral vote
for the presidency. Cass was the reg-
ular Democratic nominee in 1848, but
he had excited the resentment of Van
But-en's friends by deadlocking the
convention of 1844 and compelling
his party to turn to the dark horse,
Polk. Thus Van Buren's defeat in
the convention was laid to Cass, and
revenge was wreaked on him in 1848
by the split in the Democratic vote
in New York, which made Taylor
president. Tyler, as an ex-president,
had no influence on politics, but he
was a prominent figure in the abort-
ive peace conference in Washington
in the opening days of 186r. Polk
died shortly after he retired from the
White Home. Filmore lived many
years after he left the presidency,
and was the candidate of the Know-
Nothing party in ift56, carrying Mary-
land, but exerting no influence on the
general resuk. Neither Pierce nor
Buchanan counted for anything in
politics after retiring. Lincoln died
at the beginning of hie second term
and Johnson was elected to the sen-
ate in 1875. after unsuccessful at-
tempts previously to go to that and
the other branch. Johnson, the only
ex-president except the second Ad-
ams to go to any high office after
leaving the white house, did not equal
the record of his great progenitor. He
died early in his service, withorit
making as an ex-oreeident, any mark
on the politics of his iftre.
Grant did not want a third term,
but he would have accepted it had it
been given him. This is shown by
the fact that he allowed his friends,
Conkling, Logan and Cameron, to
boom himi for the nomination in the
convention of i8flo. Out of office as
in it, however, Grant remained a Po-
tent figure. His participation in the
canvass of iRo, in its closing weeks,
turned the tide in favor of the Re-
publicans and elected Garfield and
Arthur, who were defeated on the
face of things as late as the state
election in Maine two months befo.e
the national division. After his ex-
ertions in the campaign of to for
the success of his party's ticket.
Grant took comparatively little inter-
est in politics. Cleveland, as an ex-
president, in the four years between
his two terms, and in the eight years
which have passed since he stepped
down the last time, has been an im-
posing figure. His party turned
against him near the end of his last
term and nominated a man whom he
opposed in the campaign. One of
Cleveland's friends gained the candi-
dacy in 1904, but was overwhelmingly
beaten at the pone, notwithstanding
Cleveland's infltience in his favor in
the canvass. In the socia/ life of the
time, however, he has been a factor
of consequence, and he holds the re-
spect Of his countrymen of both par-
ties. Arthur died soon after leaving
office and MkKinley died in office.
Harrison, in the few years of his re-
tirement, was active as a lawyer and
a writer, and he was mentioned in
conn,ection with the candidacy of
1896. To the end he maintained his
interest in politics, and he freely re-
sponded, until near his death, to the
calls of the Republican national com-
mittee for his service on the stump.
BRITAIN AND
JAPANESE TREATY
MEANS PEACE AND PROSPERI-
TY IN THE EAST—WILL HELP
EACH OTHER WITH ARMED
FORCES FOR ALL TIME TO
CO hGE.
(London Telegram.)
The text of the new agreement be-
tween Great Britain and Japan, which
was signed by Lord Lansdowne, the,
British foreign secretary and Baron
Hayashi, the Japanese minister to
Great Britain, August 12, has just
been issued by the foreign office.
Accompanying the agreemena is a
covering letter front Lord Lansdowne
to the ftritish ambassadors at St. Pe-
tersburg and Paris, for transmission
to the Russian and French govern-
ments respectively, in which the for-
eign secretary reviews the agreement
and carefully points out that the new
defensive alliance is not intended as
a menace, but rather as a guarantee
of peace and prosperity in the far
east in which all countries may par-
ticipate.
The main features of the agree-
ment have already been forecasted in
the Associated Press dispatches. The
pithy articles of the official text, how-
ever, bring out forcefully the tremen-
dous imphrtance to both countries of
this alliance, which practically makes
Great Britain Japan and Japan Great
Britain for the purpose of defense,
"in the regions of East Asia and
India."
This inclusion of India specifically
as the point at which any aggression
by a foreign power will call for the
assistance of Japan, finds much favor
with the press in London which looks
upon it as giving immediate relief
from the dangerous thunder cloud
which for so-many years has hung
over the Indian frontier.
The first two articles of the treaty
each government agrees, in event of
one being attacked by any foreign
power, to go to the assistance of its
ally. The third recognizes Japan's
paramount interests in Korea. The
fourth covers the protection of Great
Britain's interests in India and is as
follows:
"Great Britain having special inter-
est in all that concerns the security of
the Indian frontier, Japan recognizes
her right to take such measures in
proximity to that frontier as she may
find necessary for the safe guarding
of her Indian possessions."
Another important section is the
seventh, which provides: "Conditions
under which armed assistance shall, be
offered by either power to the other
in the circumstances mentioned in the
present agreement and the means by
which such assistance shall be made
available will be arranged by the na-
val and military authorities of the
contracting parties, who will from
time to time consult with each other
freely on all questions of mutual in-
terest."
Lansdowne, in his letter, expresses
the belief that "Great Britain may
count on the good will and support
of all the powers in endeavoring to
maintain peace in Eastern Asia and
in seeking to uphold the integrity
and independence of the Chinese and
the principle of equal opportunities
for commerce and industry of all na-
tions in that empire."
He also rays: "The interests M the
contracting parties are of a kind upon
which they are fully entitled to in-
sist, and the announceemnt that those
interests must be safeguarded is one
which can create no surprise and
'need give rise to no misgiving."
Baron Hayashi, in an interview
with the Associated Press, said that
"the new treaty forms an effective
safeguard against a renewal of the
disturbances in the far east. That is
its object. We cannot say that per-
manent peace has been secured—that
is too much to be sure of, but we can
aver that tranquility has been assured
kyr a long time to come.
"This applies not only to Great
Britain and Japan, but to all powers
having political or commercial inter-
ests in that part of the world; in
fact to all who have been interested
in maintaining the status quo. 7
repeat that the treaty is a sure guar-
antee of peace, ior that is its aim
and object. ft should be clearly rec-
ognized by all that it is not meant
as a menace to anyone."
'Sir Charles Di'ke, in the course of
an interview with the Associated
Press on the treaty said the arrange-
ment is entirely satisfactory to
France Slit that with Germany the
case may be different, because it
deals a blow at the aspirations which
Germany is supposed to entertain
with regard to the province of Shan-
tung, and because Germany's pres-
ent privileged position in Shantung
inlay become non-existent by reason
of the treaty. Germany, therefore,
slay have some slight feeling of ir-
ritation because of the limitations thus
imposed. It is only in this respect
that the treaty is likely to give rise
to any permanent unpleasantness."
The supreme court of Minnesota
has decided in a test case that the
Western Union Telegraph company
Jacob Litt, the well-known theatri- must pay franchise taxes on P000.-
cal manager and owner, died at 000 in Minnesota. It holds that all
Yonkers, N. Y. - franchises are taxable. j •
• • •
(North Bound.)
No. 306.
Lv. taLsop.m.
Ar. Carbondale 4;25p.m.
Ar. Chicago  5 :3oam.
Ar. St. Louis  8:o5p.m.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, 1905.
South Bound. No. sor
Leave Cincinnati  8:2O a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:30 p.m.
Leave Owensboro  .... ....
Leave Horse Branch  3:40 P.m
Leave Central City  3:55 p.m.
Leave Nortoaville  4:37 Pm.
Leave Evansville  .... ....
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Princeton  5:25 p.m.
Arvin'', Psclascols  6 :41i p.m.
bore Paducah  6:45 pm-
Arrive Fulton  7:35 pm.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. .....  8:31 p.m.
Arrives Rives  8:39 P.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis  10:3o p.m.
Arr4ve New Orleans  teal° a.m.
No. 103
6opo p.m.
9:4o p.m.
6:30 p.na.
12:08 a.m.
:03 a.m.
1:4o a.m.
4:4o p.m.
2:27 sin.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 a.m.
4:50 ahrs.
5:17 a.m..
5:23 a.m.
7:15 a.m.
8:15 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
No. 121
7:25a.m.
*9:coa.m.
xi :05a.m.
r2:30p.m.
I:28a.m.
8:3oa.na.
it :aoa.m.
2 :35p.M.
4:aop.txt.
6:00p.m.
8:3op.m.
North Bound. No. ros
7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis 
Leave New Orleans 
6:50 a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  
Leave Gibbs  
. .
Leave Rives 
99:4248 
a.m.
Leave Fulton 10:10 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
j15:7Leave Paducah  r 5
Arrive Princeton  12:39 pm.
Arrive llopkinsville 
3Arrive Evansville  6:50 .ni25 Pm. 
Arrive Nortonville  I:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse 
BranchArrive Owensboro 
 3:00 p.
4:55 Pm-
m.
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati  
95;3155 
p.m.
m.
No. 104
9:15 a.m.
8:50 p.m.
10:10 p.m
11:58 p.m.
9:15 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
5:43 a.m.
5-41 a.m.
3:o.3 a.m.
9:4o a.m.
9;30 a45
a.m.
3 :51 
3:13
8:15 a.m.
7:so a.m.
11:55 am.
No. Z22
6 :ocia.m.
7 :4otion.
7:soa.m.
9:29a.m.
to:35a.m.
II:3oa.m.
12:55p.m.
4:55P.m-
4:55P-01-
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound)
No. 305.
Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
Lv. Chicago—, 2:50aan,
Lv. Carbondale . :oxerre
Ar. Paducah . . . 3:35p.m.
No 374.
4 :301:1-m-
8:40P.m.
8 Assam,.
7 :o8a.m.
No. 375.
9:40P-m-
6 :2op.m.
7 :052.M.
II :202.M.
••••••••
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
toz-Sot 135-835
Lv. Hopkinsville II :302.111. 6:40a.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a.m.
Ar. Paducah . . . . a sp.m. :255.01.
LT. Paducah.... 7 amp.m. 9 :301-na
Ar. Cairo  8:35p.m. trooa.m.
Ar. St. LOui9  7:08a.nt 5:00ona.
'Ar. Chicago  8 :052 .rn 9 :30p .M.
Lv.
v.
Lv.
Ar.
Le.
Ar.
Ar.
Chicago....
St. Louis ..
Cairo 
Paducah 
Paducah 
Princeton  
Hopkinsville
LINE.
(South Bound.,
122-822
6:2op.m,
9 :40P
6:oonon.
7 :4;a-m-
7 :5oa.m.
9:292-nt
136-836
9 :451.m.
2:t5p.m.
6:2opste
15:top.m.
835p.m.
9 :50P.m.
:oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through elehpers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louiorible,
Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Sol and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY„ D. P. A.. St. Laois, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OF?ERED TO THE I UBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zYsc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, zoc, isc, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING% ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BULLD1NG AN DROOFINO
PAPER3. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
-61111.1r1=1111•0110.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S CELE-
BRATED
nigh
Life flour
WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department.
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
ALL RECORDS BROKEN
The clearing sale of Chamblee Bros. is a wonderful success,
thousands with Clothing, Hats, Underwear and Furnishings.
may never again have the opportunity of buying at.
HERE ARE SOME OF
Mens' and Boys' Suits And Pants
MEN'S $4.00 SUITS  $1.98
MEWS $5.00 SUITS 
 
•., .48
MEN'S $7.5o SUITS  $3.48
MEN'S $ro oo SUITS 
 $4.48
MEN'S Sza.00 SUITS  $43.48
MEN'S $15.00 SUITS • r • 7.48
MEN'S $ao.00 SUITS  $9.98
4•YOUR MONEY BACK •
IF GOODS ARE .NOT•• :t
+ ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY x
THERE ARE SOME HEADS
THAT NEVER ACHE, AND
THERE ARE A GREAT MANY
'MAT DO. THOSE THAT DO
NEED
REVALL HEADACHE WAFERS.
tot AND 25C ; GUARANTEED.
SEE OUR WINDOW.
Watch Our Window
M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
Friday Morning September 29,
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
609 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1454
and New 761.
- -The Paducah Construction etam-
pany has been awarded the contract
of erecting the new Marx-Denison
dry goods building at Cairo. It is to
cost S26,942.
-Miss Bertha Leming, the steno&
eapher, is confined at her home with
severe bruises, caused by falling down
the City hall steps.
- -Special music at this evening's
service at Temple Isreal by Augment-
ed choir. Solo by Miss Ida Hart,
and Mrs. James Weille.
-The parties who bought the stock
and outfit of James Vlaholeas at 404
Broadway are moving same out and
leaving the builrtii.g vacated.
-Mir. I. D. Wilcox yesterday dos-
ed a deal for the insurance business
of M. William Minnich, who will re-
tire from that calling and devote him-
self mainly to real estate transac-
tions.
-Proprietor Bud Dale of the New
Richmond hotel has stalled painters
and decorators to work, fixing up tbe
lobby of his hotel, the New Rich-
mond. When tiny finish he claims
be and; have the finest loby in 'the
state.
QUIETLY MARRIED.
Mr. B I. Brantley Married Addie
I., Jones Wednesday Night.
Yesterday it developed that Miss
Addie Jones and Mr. B. I. Brantley,
of this city, were united in marriage
the •eversing before. They had at-
' templed to 'keep the. nuptials a secret,
be it got out.
The young lady resides: on South
Fifth, street, while Mr. Brantley is
manager for the Hayes drug rstabliih
talent, at Seventh and Broadway.
The harness display at 52o Broad-
way will be changed daily. Watch
for the Swiss breast collar surry
harness Saturday. It will be the
owettiest thing ever seen.
The International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, now in session in
Louisville, has decided to remove the
executive effices froze Washington,
D. C By referendum vote It .will be
decided whether the headquarters will
he established in Indianapolis, Ind..
or Springfield, Ill
crowds are immense. We are in position to supply
There are many articles you can use at prices you
THE PRICES
MEN'S tot HANDKERCHIEFS 
MEWS 15c SOCKS
MEN'S 25c SUSPENDERS 
MEN'S 75c DRESS SHIRTS
MEN'S 25C TIES  •
4e
1
Mens' Ladies and Childrens' Shoes.
MEN'S $5.00 SHOES 
....... 
.... • • • • • • • • • •$2•48
MEN'S $3.50 SHOES $1.98
MEN'S $3.00 SHOES 
 $1.69
MEN'S $1.50 SHOES 
 
• • • • .$1.19
CHAMBLEE BROS., Paducah, Ky.
430 Broadway, opposite Palmer House.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. Joe Hughes returned yesterday
from Marshrall county.
Lawyer James Eden returned yes-
orday from visiting in Owensboro.
s sei Fannie Singleton and Lala
Norwood, of Wickliffe, are here vis-
iting the family of Go!. Gus G. Single
ton, of North Sixth.
Mr. Charles Jennings lel: yester-
day for Chic-ago on business.
Ozic.
:) t 1 , • ' y
Joe Tanner and sista-, NH:4
Blicesons Cherry, oil Cairo, are
visiting there.
Capt. G. F. McCabe, the tie man
of East Tennessee, is in the city.
Ed Martin and wife, of South
Thirteenth street went to Pitsburg,
Pa., yesterday to visit.
Mrs. Robert E. Rudolph and dough-
ter, Louise, ace visiting in Golconda.
M. Leslie LeNaive and wife, of
West Tennessee, arrived yesterday
trr visit.
Mrs. A. W. Shoppard.has returned
from visiting in Tennessee.
'-'14ks. F. E. Quinn, of Union City.
Tenth., is visiting her sister, Mrs
T. M. Nance.
lsfrs. M. E. Poore and granddaugh-
ter, Mary Nicholas, are here from
Fulton for a visit.
Mr. Fred Williamson went to
Stoegis, Ky., yesterday on business.
'Lawyer James Campbell, Jr., went
to Louisville yesterday on business.
bliss Price Elmore, of Mayfield, is
visiting her bother, Manager G R.
Elmore, of the Western Union Tele-
graph company.
Mies Etta Nance has gone to May-
field to accept a place as stenographer
for a mill there.
Mk. Harry Everman. of Morgan-
town. Ky., arrived here yesterday
from Stnithland, where he has been
getting concessions, franchises and
other right& for installation there of
a waterworks plant.
Mir. David Morris, the advance man
for the carnival company, went to
Nashville and Jackson, Tenn., last
evening on business.
Referee E. W. Baleby in bankruptcy
yesterday went to Wickliffe on busi-
ness convected with the G. W. Shel-
ton bankrupt proceeding.
Miss Esther Boyd, of the public
school teaching corps. was yester-
day called to Mayfield on account of
the illness of hair uncle. Her room is
hefffg taught by Miss Virginna Jolm-
son, whose own room has been dis-
missed on account of scarlet icier.
Councilman John Rehkopf is the
father of a new girl baby that arriv-
ed yesterday at his tonne.
Mr. Al Townsend is out after an
attack of malaria fever.
Mk. H. H. Loving is confined with
an attack of malarial fever that is
becoming quite serious.
The illness of the little girl of
Councilman George Ochlischlaeger
has developed into diptheria.
People interested in harness for
the horse show should see the fine
di play at Miller's piano *tore 520
Broadsvay. All home made.
Subscribe for The Register.
THE KENTUCKY
Telephone 548.
MONDAY, OCTirt7,2
MATINEE AND NIGHT
THE AURORA BOREALIS OF
ALL FUNNY SHOWS.
Weber's "Dainty Duchess."
RIGHT IN THE SWIM.
An entrancing spectacular production,
FOR SATE--A two-story frame
presenting two farcical frolics. dwelling, seven rooms, liege recap-
tie, hall, /lot and cold weer, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wit sell on terms to suit oar-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
024 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR SALE-On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one S room house.
Inquire tor8 Trimble street.
WANTED-Good stenographer.
Stitt machine familiar with, laid sal-
ary required at begining. Corre-
sponder.ce confidential. Address, Box
96 Paducah.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floolis of bnikting on caner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Marnmen, Jr.
The Big Chief of All the
GIRL SHOWS.
More specialties, scenery,
costume, and GIRI/Eil
than and other similar
attraction.
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 7$c, ha. OS.
Seats on Sale Saturday 9 a. m.
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo 
Chattanooga 
Cincinnati 
Evansville 
Florence 
Johnsonville  
Louisville 
A. Carmel
Nashville 
Pittsburg  
Davis Island Dam
-St. Louis
Mk. Vernon 
Paducah .... ......... 11.3
25.3 fall
1.5 fall
to.3 fail
79 fall
0.1 stand
1.2 fin
4.8 fall
5.3 fall
7.5 fall
5.7 fall
2.8 fall
18.9 fall
7.6 fall
fall
The steamer Tennessee is stilly ly-
ing at the wharf here.
Work is being pushed at the ma-
rine ways, of repairing the steamer
Joe B. Williams which is still out on
the plant.
The old cabin deck of the steamer
City of Chattanooga is about all.torn
away and being replaced with a new
one.
This morning at 8 / o'clo•ck there
gets out for Cairo the steamer Wlir-
Ten, which gets back tonight about It.
The Henry Hanley went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow.
Today's boat in the Evansville trade
is the Joe Fowler.
There came out of the Tennessee
river yesterday the steamer Kentucky
which lays until a o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before getting away on her
retrrn trip.
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
night and leaves there tomorrow on
her return to this city, where she ar-
iives Sunday and lays until Monday
before getting out for ClarksviVe.
The City of Saltillo will pass tip
this morning early hound for the
Tennessee river fr -:m St Louis.
NOTICE
The =veiling ceremonies of the
Woodmen of the World take place at
Oak Grove cemetery next Sunday
afternoon, October rith, at 3 o'clock.
weather prevailing. The ceremonies
of this order are very grand and im-
posing and should be witnessed by a
large crowd. The public is cordially
invited to be present.
Signed:
GEO. WI LEE, Chi-.
GEO. R. BROADFOOT.
P. A. CALLOWAY,
Comanit tee.
The Starks-Ullman Saddlery com-
pany have a fine display of driving.
carriage and double harness on Wu-
play at 5.ao Broadway. If you are
interested we them. They can't be
beaten.
Notice.
There will be a called meeting of
Central Labor Union tonight (Friday,
Sept 29), at the hall. All members
are urgently requested at, be present
as there is bnsincs-s of importance to
come up. Meeting opens promptly
at 7:3o
CHAS. HART, President
PRESTON MARTIN, Secy.
A Child Dl...
Vernon E., the four months old
child of Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Morris,
who live at 1032 South Eleveeh
street, died last evening of inflame-
tion of the brain. The remains will
be taken to Calvert City this morn-
ing at 8 o'clock for burial there. Mr.
Morris is a bridge earpeuter for the
I. C. railroad.
See the fine harness on diaplay at
Miller's piano store, 530 Broadwey.
The yare such goods as the Starks-
Ullman Saddlery company make.
There is nothing better offered ant-
where.
. Don't You Forget It.
Palms, ferns and asparagu- at
special prices at Flrunsoree, 423 riVroad
way, on Wednesday and Thursday
"Souvenir."
Subscribe for THE REGISTER
-TONE THOUSAND OTHER
ARTICLES TOO NUMER- .
OUS TO MENTION.
•telea4-1-e :
A Cool Refreshing Drink.
THERE IS NOTHING THAT BRACES UP A MAN
ON A HOT DAY LIKE A COOL REFRESHING DRINK
OF
• Belvedere
Ube Master Brew
THE PURE, HIGH GRAPE MALT MAKES IT
STRENGTHENING. THE CAREFULLY SELECT K D
HOPS MAKE IT COOLING. THE SKILLFUL BREW-
ING GIVES IT A PECULIARLY REFRESHING, SATIS-
FYING FLAVOR NOT FOUND IN OTHER BEERS.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE. THE MASTER BREW, AND
BE SATISFIED. 
-*
.11
PaducabBrtwery Company
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN TOR BUILL.-
NESS AT 211 BROADWAY
WATCHES.
zoo 7
-jewel Elgin Watches for
$3 50 ; 50 7-Jewel gitie Watches
in zo and so year cases, for
$6.00 and $7.50; so ii and 13
jewel watches, such as the BUD
Special, Street Special and
Crescent Street, worth $ag to
$55.00; sale price $111 to hao•po•
OVERCOATS.
zoo Overcoats to be sold re-
gardless of cost or value; 300
unredeemed Overcoats worth
from $6 oo to Sao oo. go at $3 op
to $9.30.
GUNS AND PISTOLS
A fine line of Guns and Pistols
to be sold at the very lowest
prices Also a large stock of
=redeemed guns and pistols so..
be sold at your own price.
SHOES
We have r,000 pairs of new, up-
to-dase Shoes to be geld rvgard-
less of cost or value- too pairs.
of imrecieemed shoes, ward) $3.5o.
to $5.oss; ask price, k,o ti
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
zoo Fiddles, worth from 1,6,00 to
as_oo, to be sold foe 113.50 to,
$15 .50. too Guitaek vim -th frost,.$s.so to $ts.00. gala price. Ss.75
to $9.5s. so Accordion,, nualing
In price from $4.pa to St s. oo ;
sale price, 11.50 to $y. 5o
CLOTIC(INX.
z,000 Pairs Pants, al new and
op-to-date goods, an ti.so pants-
Sale price, plc; all Sa.ea sat
$2- to Pants ea at SI. 48: al Ur)
and Ss.00 pants go at $a.p9; all
oez• 114.50 anti BED 3 toiler
-ma&
pants go at Spa& zoo costa and
vests to be ask regasillese el
cost or value.
BEN MICHAEL.
STORE WILL BE OPEN ET ERY EVENIMS UNTIL 940.
' v
it214
"f1-''''Irettn1111101111110
sUSE KEVIUS
Hristocrat flour
•
The Very Best Flour That Money
- Can Buy.
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING ANNALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell
INCOLPOKATID. 
Co.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
iNIBBRINNIORRNESWINNINIRI/INNINSTANNIIIMIEENEEESSIONINNINNEINS_ .
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